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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, we have extended and refined the theory obtained in [SIAM J. 

Numer. Anal., 26 (1989), pp. 249-288] for the Vlasov-Poisson Cauchy problem 

to include multidimensional periodic systems. This work directly generalizes the 

analysis by G.-H. Cottet and P. A. Raviart [SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 21 (1984), pp. 

52-76], and earlier work by H. Neunzert and J. Wick [Numer. Math., 21 (1973), pp. 

234-243], on one-dimensional periodic Vlasov-Poisson systems. We have also re

laxed the requirement that the problem data possess compact support with respect 

to velocity. This is accomplished by the use of a weighted discrete LP-norm which 

involves discrete velocity moments of the errors in the Hamiltonian trajectories. 

Such an idea was motivated by the clever analysis by P. L. Lions and B. Perthame 

[Invent. Math., 105 (1991 ), pp. 415-430] treating global existence of solutions to 

three-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson systems. These authors have shown that control 

of certain velocity moments of the distribution for all time leads to the existence 

of a global classical solution. Analogously, we can show that if we can control the 

weighted discrete LP -errors in the particle trajectories with respect to time, then 

we can get globally uniform estimates for the errors. 

IV 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Particle methods are commonly used in numerical simulation of problems aris

ing in plasma physics. Such methods consist of replacing the plasma by a "large" 

set of charged superparticles that obey the usual laws of classical and modern 

physics, and then in computing the interactions of these superparticles. Surveys 

of particle methods, together with the difficulties in implementing these methods 

numerically, can be found in the excellent paper by Dawson [11] and in the treatise 

by Hockney and Eastwood [16]. 

As techniques for approximating the distribution solutions to Vlasov-Poisson 

systems, and their moments with respect to spatial and velocity variables, particle 

methods are directly analogous to vortex methods for simulating incompressible 

fluid flow at high Reynold's numbers [20]. This is due to the fact that a collisionless 

plasma, modeled by Vlasov's equation coupled with Poisson's or Maxwell's equa

tions for computing self-consistent fields, can be regarded as a 2N-dimensional 

incompressible fluid in phase space, where N denotes the number of spatial or mo

mentum (velocity) variables, since the "velocity-acceleration" field is divergence 

free with respect to the state space or phase space variables. 

In the vortex method, Euler's equations for inviscid, incompressible fluid flow 

are replaced by a system of ordinary differential equations, whose solution gives the 

approximate trajectories of a finite number of fluid particles, called vortices. This 

numerical method is based on a classical concept of fluid mechanics, which states 

that for nonviscous flows, the vorticity in the field is transported by the flow. The 

Poisson kernel, arising from the equation for the stream function, is "mollified" by 

convolving with a suitably smooth function. 

The first convergence proof of vortex methods was given by 0. Hald and V. 

M. Del Prete [13], [14], who showed in two dimensions that these approximate 

trajectories converge to the exact particle trajectories of the fluid as the number 

of vortices (and hence the order of the system of ordinary differential equations) 

increases without bound. 0. Hald's techniques were improved and generalized 

to the three-dimensional setting by J. T. Beale and A. Majda [4], [5], who also 

proposed a new three-dimensional algorithm. The salient feature in these works is 
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that the approximating system of vortex "blobs" is stable in the sense that small 

perturbations in the positions of the vortex "blobs" lead to small perturbations 

in the corresponding velocity fields. With this result, we can obtain consistency 

estimates, which show that approximating the continuous distribution of vorticity 

by finite sums of vortex blobs causes a small change in the induced velocity. C. 

Anderson and C. Greengard [2] considered, in addition, the time discretization of 

the vortex trajectories and proved convergence for fully discretized vortex models, 

relying on the consistency results in the aforementioned works and on slightly 

stronger consistency results by G. H. Cottet and P. A. Raviart [10]. 

For one-dimensional (two phase space dimensional) Vlasov-Poisson systems, G. 

H. Cottet and P. A. Raviart provided a mathematical analysis of particle methods 

and showed convergence of the Hamiltonian trajectories of the "mollified" equa

tions to those of the unmollified problem [10]. As in [4], [5], [13] and [14], the 

entire phase space was subdivided by a rectangular mesh, and a particle, defined 

by its position and velocity coordinates, was inserted in each rectangle; the rate 

of convergence depended on the rate at which the ratio of the cell diameter to the 

mollification parameter approached zero. 

Earlier, in 1972, H. Neunzert and J. Wick [22] analyzed the convergence ques

tion for particle methods for one-dimensional unmollified problems and obtained 

convergence using measure-theoretic methods rather than the functional analytic 

methods of G. H. Cottet and P. A. Raviart. The differences in techniques are 

striking, for, in the earlier work, the measure-theoretic methods were based on 

the asymptotic distribution of sequences of points with respect to a measure [15], 

[19]. Such a viewpoint provides an effective method for distributing points ini

tially with respect to the initial data, which were a perturbation of a Maxwellian 

leading to Landau damping phenomena [16]. Their techniques in this earlier work 

were refined to analyze convergence of particle methods for multi-dimensional and 

mollified Vlasov-Poisson systems [23]. 

The goal of this thesis is to obtain convergence results of the Hamiltonian 

trajectories of the mollified fields to those associated with the exact fields for the 

N -dimensional periodic Vlasov-Poisson system. In the following chapter, we review 

the contributions of J. Batt and G. Rein on the study of these systems [3]. We 

also describe the regularity of the phase space flow map as a function of time, and 
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as a function of the initial particle states (position and momentum). In Chapter 

III, we introduce the particle approximation and describe the class of mollifying 

functions needed for the convergence analysis. Uniform and LP-estimates on the 

mollified Poisson kernel are shown. In Chapter IV, we set notation and cite results 

needed for the convergence analysis. Stability estimates are derived in Chapter V 

and consistency is investigated in Chapter VI. The analysis here differs from that 

in (12] concerning the Cauchy problem. Here, we relax the hypothesis of compact 

support in velocity for the initial data. This is accomplished by measuring the 

errors in the particle positions and velocities with a weighted discrete LP-norm 

which is naturally generated by the stability analysis. This norm can be regarded 

as a type of "discrete velocity moment" of the errors in the particle states. At this 

juncture, we would like to point out that the same type of analysis can be carried 

out for the Cauchy problem treated in (12], thereby allowing data with unbounded 

velocity support (such as Maxwellian-type data, for example). 

The concluding Chapter VII proves convergence. Here, we show that uniform 

bounds on the errors in the particle states can be obtained in terms of the weighted 

discrete LP -estimates by means of an interpolation argument in the stability analy

sis. More importantly, we show that controlling the growth of the weighted discrete 

LP -error bounds with respect to time leads to similar control of the uniform error 

bounds, and vice-versa. In such a manner, we show our a-priori estimates are 

global with respect to time. The convergence treatment in this work was moti

vated by the work by P.L. Lions and B. Perthame [21] treating global existence of 

classical solutions to three-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson Cauchy problems. These 

authors showed that controlling the growth of certain velocity moments of the ex

act distribution with respect to time leads to similar control of the growth of the 

charge or mass density, thereby producing a global classical solution. 



CHAPTER II 

PERIODIC VLASOV-POISSON SYSTEMS 

Let us consider a non collisional plasma of charged particles (electrons and posi

tive ions). For simplicity, we make the following assumptions: (i) Only Newtonian 

or Coulombic forces are considered; electromagnetic forces are neglected. ( ii) Due 

to their inertia, the positive ions form a neutralizing uniform background. We 

shall employ the following notation in our study. Let the cubes Wk(O) and lli{O) 
2 2 

be defined by Wk(O) := [-L/2, L/2]N and Ui{O) := [-L/2, L/2)N, with the phase 
2 2 

space strip SL given by SL := Wk(O) X JRN. The closed and half-open cubes, with 
2 

sides of length L and centered at x, are defined analogously, and are denoted by 

Wk( X) and Wk( X)' respectively. The set of multi-indices in JRN is denoted by zN. 
2 2 

Functions in ~(Wk{O)) and ~(SL) are defined by: 
2 

~(Wk(O)) := {!: IRN-+ lR: f(x + nL) = f(x), X E IRN, n E zN}; 
2 

~(SL) := {f: IRN X IRN-+ lR: f(x + nL, v) = f(x, v), (x, v) E IRN x 

IRN, n E zN}. 

Elements in ~(Wk(O)) and ~(SL) will be identified with their restrictions to Wk(O) 
2 2 

and SL, respectively. The parameter WN denotes the surface area of the (N- I)-

dimensional unit sphere. 

Let JRt := [0, oo), N = {1, 2, ... }, N0 := {0, 1, 2, ... }. We define 

c;(Wk(O)) := Cn(IRN)n~(Wk(O)), n E NU {oo}; 
2 2 

For p E [1, oo), we define 

The norms of elements in these spaces will be denoted in the usual manner 

by, respectively, llfllp,W~.(o) and llfllp,SL. Analogous definitions hold for the Sobolev 
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spaces of periodic functions W;n·"(Wf.(O)) and W;n•"(SL), with norms respectively 
2 

indicated by llfllm,p,Wt(o) and llfllm,p,SL. We denote the usual family of seminorms 

in each space respectively by {lfli,,,wt(o): 1 ~ i ~ m} and {lfli,,,sL : 1 ~ i ~ m}. 

We shall have occasion to use the weak-L~ spaces, L~,w(Wf.(O)) := {f E ~(Wf.(O)) : 
2 2 

fxwt(o) E L~(IltN)}, where, here, L~(IltN) is the weak Lebesgue space on IltN (27, 

p. 30] and Xwt(o)(·) is the characteristic function of the set W~.(O). Recall that the 

norm on such spaces is given by 

llfll,,w := sup(t"meas {x: lf(x)l > t} )1
/P 

t>O 

and, consequently, for functions in L"(IltN), llfll,,w ~ llfllp· 
The N-dimensional periodic Vlasov-Poisson system determines a distribution 

of electrons f(t, x, v) depending on time t, position x, velocity v, along with a 

self-consistent field E(t, x ), such that: 

8f 
at (t,x,v) + v · Y'xf(t,x,v) + E(t,x) · Y'vf(t,x,v) = 0, (2.1) 

t > 0, X E H'f.(O), v E IltN; 
2 

-~xU(t,x) =A f [No(x,v)- f(t,x,v)]dv; }RN 

E(t,x) := -Y'xU(t,x); 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

In the plasma physical setting A := -47re2 /m-, where e is a unit of electric 

charge and m- denotes the mass of an electron. In the stellar dynamical setting, 

where the Cauchy problem is more appropriate, A = 47rgm, where g is the gravi

tational constant and m is the mass of a stellar particle. The function U(t, x) is 

the classical potential of the fields. 

The existence and uniqueness of solutions to (2.1)-(2.4) depend on the proper

ties of solutions to the Poisson equation determining the potential. The work by 

A. Hormann (17] indicates that the periodic Poisson problem is solved by convolv

ing the total charge or mass with a Green's function G( · ). This function has the 

following properties: 
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(3) There is a function G0 E C00 ((1RN\LZN) U {(0, 0, ... , 0)} ), with 

( ) 1 N N 
G x = (N- 2)wNixiN-2 + Go(x), x E JR. \LZ . (2.5) 

(4) Let p E ~(W1..(0)) be Holder continuous with index a. Assume moreover 
2 

that 

r p(y)dy = o. 
lwL(O) 

'2'" 

Then u(x) := G * p(x) resides in c;(WI..(O)), and is the unique solution of the 
2 

problem 

- ~xu(x) = p(x), r u(x)dx = 0. 
lwt(o) 

(2.6) 

(5) In the neighborhood of any multi-index nL E LZN, we can represent G(x) 
by the formula 

1 
G(x) = (N- 2)wNix- nLIN-2 + Gn(x), (2.7) 

where Gn(x' + nL) = G0 (x'), x' E W1..(0). Moreover Gn E C00 ((1RN\LZN) U 
2 

{(n1L, n2L, · · ·, nNL)} ). 

The singularities of G( x) allow classical estimates on E( t, ·) as present in the 

global existence proofs of K. Pfaffelmoser [24], J. Schaeffer [28], and E. Horst [18] 

for the Cauchy problem. With such estimates, along with the periodicity of the 

field E(t, x), J. Batt and G. Rein [3] were able to show the following existence and 

uniqueness result. 

Theorem 2.1 Let f 0 , N0 E C!(SL) be positive, with 

(a) fsL j lvl2 f 0 (x, v)dxdv < oo; (2.8) 

(b) fsL j lvl2 No(x, v)dxdv < oo; (2.9) 

{c) (1 + lvi 2 )~No(x,v),(l + lvl 2 )~fo(x,v) both residing in w;•oo(SL),K > N. 
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Then there exists a unique classical solution of {2.1}-{2.4}, (f(t,x,v),U(t,x)), 

(x,v) E SL, on a maximal interval of existence [O,T),T E (O,oo], with initial 

values fo(·, ·), and having the following properties. 

{A) lf(X(s;t,x,v), V(s;t,x,v)) denotes the unique solution pair to the char-
acteristic system, 

dX dV 
ds = V, ds = E(s,X), (2.10) 

with X(t; t, x, v) = x, V(t; t, x, v) = v, 0 ~ s, t ~ T, then the mapping 

(x,v)---+ (X(s;t,x,v), V(s;t,x,v)) (2.11) 

is a measure preserving diffeomorphism of JR.2N onto itself; f( t, x, v) := 

fo(X(O; t, x, v ), V(O; t, x, v)), and (X(s; t, x + nL, v), V(s; t, x + nL, v )) = 

(X(s;t,x,v) + nL, V(s;t,x,v)), n E zN. 

(B) If N ~ 3, then T = oo, and {i} f E C1 ([0, oo) x JR.N x JR.N); (ii} f(t, ·, ·) E 

c;(sL); {iii) f(t, ·, ·) ~ 0, llf(t, ·, ·)llt,sL = llfolh.sL, t > 0; (iv) u E C([O, oo)xJR.N); 

(v) U(t, ·) E c;(W£{0)), t ~ 0; (vi) The charge density p(t, x) := j [N0 (x, v)-
2 RN 

f(t, x, v )]dv E C((O, oo) x IR.N); {vii} p(t, ·) E c;(W£(0)), t ~ 0. 
2 

Remarks: {A} A little refinement of the analysis by J. Batt and G. Rein {3} indi

cates that if both (1 + lvl2
)"/

2 fo(x, v) and (1 + lvl 2 )''/2 No(x, v) reside in W:·oo(SL), 

"'> N, then each component of the Hamiltonian trajectory solutions (X(s; t, x, v), 

V(s;t,x,v)) of (2.10} are continuous mappings of 

s E [0, T] ---+ wm,oo([o, T] X SL), for any T < 00. 

Since f(t,x,v) is defined as f(t,x,v) = fo(X(O;t,x,v), V(O;t,x,v)), we see that f 

resides in wm,oo([O, T]; W:·oo(SL)) {i.e., f(t, ·, ·) maps [0, T] to W:·oo(SL) with m 

derivatives with respect tot bounded in the norm ofW:00 (SL)). This observation 

is a consequence of classical results in {9} concerning the dependence of solutions 

of (2.10} on their parameters. Also p(t,x) E wm,oo([O,T);W:·oo(W£{0))), because 
2 

of the convergence of the velocity integrals of fo and N0 and their derivatives. This 

means that consequently E(·, ·) E wm,oo([O, T]; w:·00 (W£(0))). 
2 

(B) We denote by ct.TRAJ,1(T, fo, No, 1) the constant associated with 1 = 

(lb ... ' In, IN+b ... 'I2N) E 7l2N such that 

ID"YX(t;O,x,v)l2 + ID"YV(t;O,x,v)l2 ~ ct.TRAJ,t(T,fo,No,l), (2.12) 
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for t E [0' T] where I . b is the Euclidean metric in JRN. The operator n-r denotes 

the partial derivative 

The following lemma describes the change of variables for the Hamiltonian flow 

field. This is needed later in our analysis. 

Lemma 2.2: Let A : JR2N ~ JR2N be a measure preserving homeomorphism, and 

let f E 'lJ"(S£). Moreover, A is periodic, i.e., for all (x,v) E R2N, 

A(x +Lei, v) = A(x, v) + L(ei, 0, ... , 0), (2.13) 

1 ~ i ~ N, where { ei : 1 ~ i ~ N} denotes the standard basis in JRN. Then 

foA E 'lJ"(SL) and 

fsL j f(A(x,v))dvdx = fsL j f(x,v)dvdx. (2.14) 

Proof: We have f jf(A(x,v))dxdv = j jf(x',v')dx'dv'. Consider 
JsL A(WL(o)xRN) 

'2'" . 

the following partition of A(W1c(O) x JRN): 
2 

We want to map An into SL by a translation mapping, that is, we define T n : 

An~ W1c(O) X JRN by 
2 

(x, v) ~ (x- nL, v). (2.17) 

Thus, An has to be translated to W1c(O) x JRN, and by the periodicity off, we have 
2 

1 Jf(x'v')dx'dv'=J jf(x'-nL,v')dx'dv'= f jf(x,v)dxdv. 
An An }T n(An) 

(2.18) 

We are done if we can show W1c(O) X JRN = UnezN T n(An) (where this is a disjoint 
2 

union). This is demonstrated by showing that: 
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(i) If A is a periodic homeomorphism, then A - 1 is periodic; 

(iii) { T n(An) : n E zN} is a disjoint set. 

To show (i), let L = 1 for simplicity and take any n E zN such that 

A-1(x + n,v) = (x'v'). (2.19) 

We must show (x', v') =A - 1 (x, v) + (n, 0). We know (x + n, v) = A(x'v'), so that 

(x,v) = A(x'v') + (-n,O) = A(x'- n,v'). (2.20) 

Now for (x, v) = A - 1(x, v) + (n, 0), we have A - 1(x, v) = (x- n, v). So, from (2.19) 

and (2.20), we get 

We conclude that 

A(x- n, v) = A(x'- n, v'), or 

A(x, v) = A(x', v'), or 

(x, v) = (x', v'). 

A-1 (x + n,v) = (x',v') = (x,v) = A-1(x,v) + (n,O), 

which means A - 1 is periodic. The general case for general L follows easily. 

To show (ii) (that is, Wk(O) X JRN = UnezN Tn(An)), we first observe from the 
2 

definition of An and Tn that Wk(O) X JRN ::J UneZN Tn(An)· To show the inclusion 
2 

is true, we let (x, v) E Wk.(O) X JRN. Now, for some nL, we have by periodicity 
2 

A-1(x,v) + (nL,O) E Wk.(O) x IRN, and A-1(x,v) + (nL,O) = A-1(x + nL,v). 
2 

Let (x',v') = A-1(x,v) + (nL,O) = A-1 (x + nL,O), then A(x',v') = 

(x + nL,v) E Wk(nL) x JRN since (x,v) E Wk.(O) x JRN. But, by definition of An, 
2 2 

we also have A(x',v') E An, so that Tn(A(x',v')) = Tn(x+nL,v) = (x,v). Thus 

( x, v) E T n (An) for some n. 

Finally, to show {Tn(An) : n E zN} is disjoint, we proceed with a contradiction 

argument. Suppose not; then Tn(An) n Tn'(An') =J 0, and let (x, v) E Tn(An) n 
Tn'(An')· So we must have, by definition, that (x+nL,v) E An, and (x+n'L,v) E 

An'· Moreover, we observe that (x + nL, v) = (x + n'L, v) + L(n- n', 0, ... , 0) and 

that ( x + nL, v) and ( x + n' L, v) are images of points in S L· Since A - 1 is periodic 
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and measure preserving, we have A-1(x + nL,v) and A-1{x + n'L,v) are in SL. 

But unless ln-n'l < 1, this is a contradiction. H ln-n'l = L, then xis an element 

on the boundary of Wk(O). At the very least, we have shown that {T n(An)} are 
2 

disjoint except for a set of possibly zero measure. 



CHAPTER III 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PARTICLE METHOD 

We cover phase space SL with a parallelepiped grid in the following way. Let 

jl E zN and h E zN be multi-indices specified respectively by jl := (jl,b j1,2, 

... ,j1,N) and h := (h,bi2,2, ... ,j2,N)· The mesh widths for the momentum (ve

locity) and spatial components are given, respectively, by ~vi and ~xi = L/(2Jt), 

where Jt E N for each i = 1, 2, ... , N. For each 2N-tuple j = {j1,j2 ) E zN x zN, 
we specify each grid cell by 

(3.1) 

The center of each Bi1.i2 is denoted by (xj11 viJ and is precisely described by 

(3.0.2a) 

(3.0.2b) 

N 

The diameter of each grid cell is (32 = L:(~x~ + ~v?). 
i=l 

The measure-theoretic approximation to the initial distribution fo is expressed 

in terms of Dirac measures on RN x RN, which in turn are expressed as the direct 

product of 2N, one-dimensional Dirac 8-functions: 

N 

fg(x,v):= L: L: Oj1 ,h[I18(xi-Xji.i)8(vi-Vi2,i)] (3.3) 
i1EZN hEZN i=l 

N 

where Oj1 ,h := fo(xiu v32) II ~Xi~Vi· 
i=l 

We next describe the particle method. Suppose the field E( t, x) is replaced by 

an approximate one E 13 (t, x) such that t ~--+ E 13(t, x) is a continuous mapping of 

[O,T] to w:·oo(W.f.(O)). We next lett-+ (XZ,h(t), vt.h(t)) be the solution of the 
2 

11 
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differential system 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Observe that for each j 1 E zN,j2 E zN, t ~ (X~,12 (t), VtJ
2
(t)) is the trajectory in 

phase space (i.e., JR.N X IR.N) of a particle (electron) located at the point (x1nvi2) 

at timet= 0 and submitted to the field E 13 (t,x). 

A reasonably straightforward analysis as carried out in Chapter II of [9] indi

cates that the solutions of such a system are differentiable in t and exhibit the 

following periodicity property: for (xj1 + Lei,Vj2 ) the initial state of 

(X~+2J'e·. (t), V~+2J'e· . (t)), we have: 
11 1 •• 12 J1 1 .. n 

X~+2J'e· . (t) = X1~ 1·2 (t) +Lei, 
J1 1 .,)2 ' 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

From the properties of the given approximate field E 13 (t, ·) E w;•00 (Wk(O)), 
2 

and of the trajectories { (X!,h (t), Vt,h (t)) : Jt E zN, J2 E zN}, we can provide an 

approximation to the distribution f(t, ·, ·) solving (2.1) and (2.4). We consider 

jl3(t, ·, ·) a weak or distributional solution of 

(3.8) 

t > 0, (x,v) E SL; 

(3.9) 

We can appeal to the analysis by P. Raviart [26, pp. 245-254] to show that (3.8) 

and (3.9) has a unique distributional solution given by 

N 

jl3(t,x,v):= L L ai1 ,12 [Il8(xi-x!·:12 (t))8(vi-vt;;2 (t))]. (3.10) 
i1 ezN h ezN i=2 

It is easy to show that this distribution is periodic in the spatial variable, owing 

to the properties of fo as reflected in the behavior of {aii.i2: Jt E zN,j2 E zN}. 
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As with the exact problem, we need an effective way of coupling the approx

imate distribution Jf3(t,x,v) in (3.10) with the field Ef3(t, ·). We construct our 

field Ef3(t, x) with a mollified Green's function. Indeed, since the exact Green's 

function G is not continuous at points of LZN - but displays at each of these 

points the precise same qualitative behavior as the classical Poisson kernel at the 

origin- we replace it by a regular one. This is accomplished by convolving G(·), 
or V xG(·), with a regularizing function ( E DX>(JRN), which we assume to have 

compact support in W1 (0), without loss of generality. In particular ( E MP,mo, 

which consists of those functions satisfying: 

(i) r ((x)dx = 1; JaN 

(ii) r X
01 ((x)dx = 0, for all multi-indiceS 0,1 ::::;; lal ::::;; ffiQ- 1 (n0 COndition if JfRN 

mo = 1); 

(iii) r lxlmol((x)ldx < oo; 
}RN 

(iv) ( E WP,oo(JRN). 

For fixed c > 0, we set (e:(x) :=e-N ((x/c) and regard (e: E W;'•00(Wk.(O)). For 
2 

positive, spherically symmetric mollifiers having support on the unit ball { x : lxl ::::;; 
1}, m0 = 2. In [12, pp. 262], a mollifier (e:(x) was constructed for which m0 = 4. 

Using the following three conditions with r = lxl, 

(i) :r (e:(O) = 0, 

(ii) r rn-l(e:(r )dr = __!___, 
Jo Wn 

(iii) 11!: rn+l(l!:(r)dr = 0, 

our mollifier can be constructed to ben-times continuously differentiable with the 

( n + 1 )th derivatives possibly having discontinuities at r = c. This is given by 

{ 
1 [ ( )n+j ( )n+j+l ( )n+j+2] 

(1!: ( r) := Wnl!:n Al 1 - ; + A2 1 - ; + Aa 1 - ; ' 

0, r > c, 

r < c, 



where 
(2n + j + 2)! 

2(n + 1)(n + j)!(n -1)!' 

(2n + j + 2)!(3n + 4 + 2j) 
2(n- 1)!(n + j + 1)!(n + 1)' 

(2n + j + 2)!(2n + j + 4) 
2(n -1)!(n + j)!(n + 1)(n + j + 2) · 
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Here, j determines the smoothness of (e ( r) at r = e. These formulas will yield two 

of Hald's mollifiers when n = 2, j = 1, and n = 2, j = 2. We define 

Ge(x) := { G(x- y)(e(y)dy; 
Jwt(o) 

(3.11) 

the appropriate kernel for the field quantities is then Ke(x) := -VGe(x), and is 

expressed by 

Ke(x) := f K(x- y)(e(y)dy, K(x) := -VG(x). (3.12) 
JwL(O) .,. 

Because G( ·) has the representation in W1:.(0) given by (2.5), we can deduce that 
2 

Ge(·) E W%+1,oo(W1:.(0)). 
2 

The following lemma also uses the representation of G( ·) near points of LZN 

by ( 2.5) and ( 2. 7) as well as the periodicity of (e. 

Lemma 3.1: The mollified kernel Ge(·) has the following properties: 

(3.13) 

(b) f G(x-y) f (e(y-z)F(z)dzdy= { Ge(x-y)F(y)dy, 
Jw,_(o) Jw,_(o) lw,_(o) 

FE ~W1:.(0)) and Holder continuous; 
2 

(3.14) 

(c) f f Ge(x-y)F(y)dydx=O, 
lw,_(o) Jw,_(o) 

(3.15) 

if f F(x)dx = 0. 
lwL(O) .,. 
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Proof: We recall that the quantity u( x) := fwL(o) G( x - y )F(y )dy is the unique 
.,-

solution to the following problem: Find u E c;(W.!..(O)) such that 
2 

(i) -~xu= F, where F is Holder continuous with vanishing integral, 

(ii) fw~.(o) u(x)dx = 0. 

We can view G( x) as the modified Green's function for this problem. 

To show (a), we let X E JRN. Then X E WI..(nL) for some n E zN. For 
2 

y E [-c:,c:]N, we have X- y E wk+AnL). Recall now that in a neighborhood of 
2 

nL, we have G(x) = (N- 2)-1wN-1Ix- YI 2-N + Gn(x), Gn(·) E C00 ((JRN I LZN) u 
{ n1 L, n2L, ... , nnL)} ). Thus we can express G~( ·) as 

l (~(y)dy l 
G~(x) = ( ) I IN 2 + Gn(x- y)(~(y)dy, 

{y:ye(-~.~JN} N - 2 WN x - y - nL - {y:yE(-~.~JN} 

where Gn(x- y) is regular with ~xGn(x) = L-N. Therefore, we conclude that 

-~xG~(x) = (~(x- nL)- L-N. 

For showing (b), we consider the quantity fwt(o) G~(x- y)F(y)dy, and take 

any x E JRN. Then for all x E x + W1..(0), and y E x + W1..(0), we must have 
i 2 

x - y E WaL(O). By periodicity ofF and G~, we have that 
i 

{ G~(x- y)F(y)dy = { Gt:(x- y)F(y)dy. 
lwL(O) lx+ WL(O) .,- .,-

We next observe that 

-~x f G~(x- y)F(y)dy 
lx+WL(O) .,-

{ -~xGt:(x- y)F(y)dy 
lx+Wt(O) 

f (~(x- y)F(y)dy- L-N f F(y)dy 
lx+Wt(O) lx+Wt(O) 

f (~(x- y)F(y)dy 
lx+WL(O) .,-

{ F(x- y)(~(y)dy 
lw¥-(o) 

f F(x- y)(~(y)dy. 
1-we(o) 
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We can conclude then for any x E JRN, 

-~x { Ge(x- y)F(y)dy = { F(x- y)(e(y)dy. 
lwt(o) lwt(o) 

We also observe that 

f f F(x- y)(e(y)dydx 
lwL(O) jWe(O) 

~ 

f (1 F(x- y)dx)(e(y)dy 
}We(O) y+WL(O) 

~ 

f ( f F(x- y)dx)(,;(y)dy 
lw.(o) lwt(y) 

f f F(x)dx(e(y)dy = 0. 
lw.(o) lwL(o) 

~ 

Thus the quantity fwL(o) Ge(x- y)F(y)dy is the solution of the following prob
~ 

lem: -~xu(x) = fwL(o) F(x- y)(t:(y)dy, fwL(o) F(x- y)(t:(y)dy E '.JJ(Wf.(O)) with 
~ ~ 2 

its integral over W1c(O) being zero. By uniqueness, we can deduce: 
2 

f G(x- y) f F(y- z)(,;(z)dzdy = f Ge(x- y)F(y)dy. 
lwL(O) JW.(O) lwL(O) 

~ ~ 

Therefore, the effect of integrating F against a mollified kernel Ge is precisely the 

same as integrating a mollified F( ·) against the exact kernel. 

To show (c), we note that by periodicity, 

This completes the proof. Note that property (c) holds for the unmollified problem. 

In order to take into account the global neutrality of charge or mass for the 

approximate model as required by the underlying physics, we approximate the 

fixed ion background distribution No(x, v) by 

N 

No(x,v)::::::: Jl/3 L L Nh,i2 [II 8(xi- Xj1 ,i)8(vi- vi2,i)], (3.16) 
i1EZN i2EZN i=l 
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N 

where N;1 ,i2 := N0 (x;llv;JI1LlxiLlvi. The parameter fLf3 is defined to be 
i=l 

(3.17) 

Here, the notation L L:' means that the sum is restricted to particle indices 
itEZNi2eZN 

jl E zN,h E zN such that -Jt + 1 ~ ii,i ~ Jt, 1 ~ i ~ N. 
To motivate the representation for Ef3 ( t, x) we employ for the convergence 

treatment, we examine the various representations of the exact field E(t, x ), made 

possible by Lemma 2.2. We have: 

E(t,x) A fsL1 K(x-y)N0 (y,v)dvdy-AfsL1 K(x-y)f(t,y,v)dvdy 

A fsL 1 K(x- y)No(y,v)dvdy 

A fsL 1 K(x- y)fo(X(O;t,y,v), V(O;t,y,v))dvdy 

A fsL 1 K(x- y)N0 (y,v)dvdy 

A fsL 1 K(x- Y(t; 0, y, v ))fo(Y, v )dvdy. (3.18) 

Now, assuming that the approximate particle positions {X~.i2 (t) : j1 E zN, i2 E 

zN} are known, satisfy 

X~+2J;e . . (t) = X 3f!1 1·2 
(t) +Lei, i, ... , N, (3.19) 

]l i ,,]2 ' 

and are continuous functions of t E [0, T], we are motivated to represent our 

approximate field Ef3 ( t, x) as 

as well as 

Ef3(t,x): = A L L 1fLf3Nj1 ,i2Ke(x- X;1 ) 

itEZN i2EzN 

A L L:'a;lt;2Ke(x- xti2(t)) 
it e'l..N i2 ezN 

A L L 1J.Lf3Nj1 ,i2Ke(x- x;J 
itEZN i2EZN 

A L L ait,i2Ke(x- xti2(t)). 
{(it.i2):X~ .i

2 
(t)EWf(O)} 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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By using (3.19) in conjunction with the periodicity of f 0 (·, ·) and Kt:(·), we see 

that the representations of E(J(t, x) are equivalent. We also observe that E(J(t, ·) E 

W~'00 (Wt(O)), because of the convergence of the series L L'(aj},i2 + Nj1 ,)2) 
JtEZN )2EZN 

owing to the velocity decay of the data. 

Under the conditions on the particle states as specified by (3.6)-(3.7) or by 

(3.19), we wish to show that our particle model 

(a) preserves global neutrality, 

(b) can be reformulated as a finite-size particle method, and 

(c) forces E 11 (0, x) to vanish when the data are spatially homogeneous. 

Remark (A): (Preservation of Global Neutrality). Let us define the charge 

or mass density of our numerical model by 

N 

p11(t,x): = L L J1/JNjt,J2 11 8(xi- x;},i) 
it ezN i2 ezN i=l 

N 

L L Ojt,)2 11 8(xi- x~·~2(t)), 
JtEZN )2ezN i=l 

so that we can write: E(J(t,x) = .Xfwt(o)Kt:(x- y)pl1(t,y)dy. We also observe 

that formally: fwL(o)PfJ(t,x)dx = 0 from the definition of 11/J· So our numerical 
"1" 

model formally preserves global neutrality of charge or mass. 

Remark (B): We may derive the numerical method in a different, but equivalent, 

manner. This is based on (3.15}. Let us define the distribution 

N 

j 11(t,x,v) := 2::: L:'a)t,h(t:(x- x~.h(t)) 11 8(vi- v~j2(t)) 
)tezN )2ezN i=l 

(which may be regarded as an approximate solution of {2.1} with the approximate 

fields El1(t, ·) inserted). Next we solve exactly the following problem: 

- {J ·- -(J -!:iU (t,x) .- ).p (t,x), 
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00 

where p13 (t,x) := L L'I-L13Ni11i2((;(x- xiJ- j j 13(t,x,v)dv 
itEZN i2EZN -oo 

= L L
1
/-L13Nit.i2((;(x- XjJ- L L:'ait,h((;(x- xth(t)). 

itEZN i2EZN itEZN i2EZN 

It behooves us to address the periodicity of pl3(t, x) and the vanishing of its 

integral over W.b.(O). We can easily see that pl3(t,x) is periodic because of the 
2 

periodic behavior of the initial particles at t = 0 and the hypothetical periodic 

behavior of the particles in {3.19). {Merely inserting x +Lei in lieu of x amounts 

to a relabeling of indices, which leads back to the original expression p/3 ( t, x)). Next, 

with the definition of P,f3, the periodicity of the particle states, plus the fact that the 

integral of((; ( x) is unity, we can write 

1 p13(t,x)dx= L L
1
1-Lf3Nit,i2- L L:'ait,i2=0. 

W~.(O) itEZN i2EZN itEZN i2EZN 

We can solve for i.J13 
(t, x) uniquely and use {3.14) to write 

i.J13 (t,x) =A f G(x- y)pf3(t,y)dy =A { G(;(x- y)pl3(t,y)dy. 
}W;Ij.(O} Jw!j_.(O) 

It is an easy matter to check that - \1U13 ( t, x) yields the expression for E 13 ( t, x) in 

{3.20) or (3.21). 

Now jfJ ( t, x, v) is a distribution of finite size charges or masses whose centers 

follow the trajectories t ~--------+ (X~.h(t), vg,i2(t)) in phase space and whose common 

size is defined by the mollifier (~. Therefore, we may consider our numerical method 

either as a zero size particle method coupled with a smoothing of the electric field, 

or as a finite size particle model. 

Remark (C): To show E 13 (0, x) vanishes for spatially homogeneous data, we make 

several observations. We first note that 

N 

L fo(vi2) II ~vi= L-N L L:'ait,i2• 
i2EZN i=l itEzN i2EzN 

So, with the definition of P,fJ, we have 

N 

L L' 1-LfJNit.h II tS(xi- xit,i) = 
it ezN i2EZN i=l 
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fi ~;i . L . L:'ai1.i2 . I:' IT 8(xi- Xj1,i) = 
a=l 31EZN 32EZN J1EzNa=l 

N N 

II ( Jl)-1 L L' ai1.i2 L' II 8(xi - xi1,i). 
i=l i1ezN heZN i1EZNi=I 

Moreover, 

N 

L :L'ail,i2 II 8(xi- xil,i) = 
i1 ezN heZN i=l 

N~ N n ;i . L . L:'ail.h . L:' n 8(xi- Xii,i) = 
a=l J1EZN J2EZN J1EZNa=l 

N N 

II(Jl)-1 L L:'ai1.i2 L:' II 8(xi- xi1,i)· 
i=l i1EZN i2EZN i1EZNi=l 

Therefore, we see that E 13 (0, x) vanishes for spatially homogeneous data from the 

definition of E 13 ( t, ·). 
Next, we address the periodicity of the particle states with Ef3(t, ·) as defined 

in (3.20). This is the purpose of Theorem 3.2, whose proof is a straightforward 

generalization of the one-dimensional case. 

Theorem 3.2: For all T > 0, there exists a unique set of trajectories (Xti2 (t), 
Vt.i2(t)) E C1{0, T),jt E zN, i2 E zN, such that: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(X~+2Jie .. (t), V~+2Jie . . (t)) = (X3~ ,it)+ Lei, V3f31 3·2 (t)), 1 ~ i ~ N; (3.22) 
)1 1 ~tJ2 J1 1 I ,)2 ' ' 

(Xti2 (0), Vt,h (0)) = (xiu vh ). (3.23) 

If ( E MP,mo, then t 1-+ E 13(t, ·) is a continuous mapping of [0, T] to 

W%·00 (Wb.(O)), where E 13(t, x) is defined in {3.20). 
2 

Proof: The differential system to be solved is the following for the Hamiltonian 

trajectories: 

(3.24) 
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A L L1J1{3Ni1,i2Kt:(X~,i2(t)- X;1) 
i1ezN i2ezN 

A L L:'ai1,i2Kt:(X~,i2(t)- x~,i2(t)). (3.25) 
i!EZN i2EZN 

We set xth(t) = xh,h(t) + ~~J2(t), vf:.i2(t) = vh + ofl.h(t) where Xjl,h(t) := 

Xj1 + vht; as a consequence, we obtain 

(3.26) 

A L L 1/l{3Ni1.i2Ke(Xj1,h(t) + 'Y~,h(t)- Xi1) (3.27) 
i1e2W i2ezN 

A L L:'aii.i2Ke(Xj1,h(t) + 'Y~,h(t)- Xii.i2(t)- 'Y~,i2 (t)), 
i1ezN heZN 

~~J2 (o) = o = o~.h(o). (3.28) 

We note that the solution {('Y~J2 (t),O~J2 (t) : jl E zN,j2 E zN} reflects directly 

the influence of the fields to the behavior of the Hamiltonian trajectories. 

We introduce the Banach space L(;) as the space of bounded sequences of pairs 

of N-tuples {(fi1J2,oi1,h) :jl E zN,j2 E zN} satisfying: 

(3.29) 

The underlying norm is 

(3.30) 

Let u := {('Yh,h' Oi1.h) : jl E zN,h E zN} E L(;), and consider the mapping 

<I> : (t, u) E [0, T] x L(;) ---+ <I>(t, u) defined by 

<I>(t,u) := {(Oi11i2,A L L 1Jlf3Nh,i2Ke(xh,i2(t)+'Yi1,i2-xiJ 
i1ezN i2ezN 

A L L 1lti11i2 Ke(Xj11h(t) + 'Yi11h- Xi1.i2(t)- li1.iJ): i1 
i1ezN i2ezN 

(3.31) 
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We first note that <I>(t, a) E L(;) because of the periodic displacement of initial 

particle positions (that is, xi
1
+Jfe;J

2
(t) = Xj 1 +Lei+ v32 t) and the periodicity of 

Ke:. Moreover, we can check that for each t E [0, T], 

(3.32) 

and is therefore bounded. It is Lipschitz continuous on L(;) for each t, since we 

can readily deduce 

II<I>(t,a)- <I>(t,a*)ll < max{1,3l-\l Lip(Ke:) L: L:'aii.h}lla- a*ll (3.33) 
)IEZN )2EZN 

By using the classical theory of ordinary differential equations, we obtain that 

the differential system for HI~J2(t),oth(t)) : jl E zN,j2 E zN} has a unique 

solution belonging to C1(0, T; L(;)). For the original problem, then, we obtain 

existence and uniqueness for all T > 0 of the functions (X~.32 (t), vg,32 (t)) E 

C1 (0, T],j1 E zN,h E zN, as solutions of the approximate Hamiltonian trajec

tory system in (3.24) and (3.25). The solutions have the periodicity properties 

as in the statement of the theorem, and the alleged regularity of Ef3 ( t, ·) and its 

periodicity then follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS: PRELIMINARIES 

The convergence treatment will involve estimating in various norms the errors 

incurred in replacing E(t,x) by Ef3(t,x),t E [O,T],x E W.f.(O), and in replacing 
2 

the exact particle states { (Xj1 ,h(t), VJ1 ,h(t)) : j 1 E zN,j2 E zN} by approximate 

ones { (xz.h(t), v~,j2(t)): jl E zN,h E zN}. Here the exact particle states solve 

the following system for each jll j 2: 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

and possess the same analytical properties as do the approximate states discussed 

in Theorem 3.2. 

We have the following formulas for the errors in the particle states: 

VJt.h(t)- V/:.h(t) = 1t[E(s,Xil.i2 (s))- Ef3(s,X~.h(s))]ds; (4.3) 

Xit,h (t) - X~.i2 (t) = lot (t- s )[E(s, Xj1 ,h (s)) - Ef3(s, xz.h (s) )]ds. ( 4.4) 

By estimating the errors in the fields, we can bound the errors in the particle 

states. The desired convergence of the particle states will be in the uniform norm, 

whereby we study the behavior of sup lle(r)llf3,oo, defined by 
O~ns;t 

(4.5) 

max IV,· · (t) - vP · (t) I 
(

• • ) '7/?N .11,.12 .11 1.12 • 
.11,.12 E£r 

With the convergence of the approximate states with respect to the uniform norm, 

we can deduce the convergence of Jf3 ( t, x, v) to f ( t, x, v) in the following weak sense 

sup If j(J(t,x,v)- Jf3(t,x,v))~(x,v)dvdxl ~ 0, 
(O,T] lsL 
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as /3--+ 0, where <l>(x,v) is any continuously differentiable function with compact 

support in SL. 

We can represent the errors in the fields by writing 

E(t,X;1 ,h(t))- E 11(t,Xth(t)) = E(t,X;11h(t))- E 11 (t,X;1 ,h(t)) 

+E11(t,Xii,h(t))- E 11(t,Xth(t)). (4.6) 

The errors in the particle states will be studied in a weighted discrete LP-norm. 

Indeed, the errors in the fields are more naturally estimated in the LP-sense, as 

the resulting expressions involve singular kernels satisfying the conditions of the 

Extended Young's Inequality and the Calderon-Zygmund Inequality [29, p. 39]. In 

order to treat particles with large velocities, we shall estimate the errors in the 

following weighted discrete LP-norm, given by 

N 

lle(t)llw,p := (JJ~xi~vi _2: _2:'(1 + lv;21 2 )~lfo(x;1 ,vi2)1P · 
1=! Jl ezN J2EZN 

(4.7) 

For estimating sup lle(r)llw,p, we must gauge the following fortE [0, T]: 
O~T~t 

N 

(a) (n~xi~vi _2: _2:'(1 + lvi21 2 )~lfo(x;l,vh)IPIE(t,X;},;2(t))-
1=1 Jl ezN 32 ezN 

(4.8) 

N 

(b) (II L\xiL\vi 2: 2:'(1 + lv;2 l 2 )~l!o(x;nvi2)1PIE11 (t,X;11i2(t))-
i=l i1 ezN i2EZN 

(4.9) 
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These quantities will be in terms of sup llex(r)llw,p where llex(t)llw,p is precisely 
o~·n;;;t 

that portion of lle(t)ilw,p involving the errors in the particle positions 

{ xz.h(t): Jl E zN,)2 E zN}. These error norms occur naturally in the stability 

analysis to be carried out in the next section, and allow us to treat general data not 

necessarily having compact support in velocity {12}. We show in the convergence 

proof itself that we can get global estimates for sup II e( T) IIJ3,oo with respect to time 
O~T~t 

from those for sup lle(r)llw,p' and vice-versa. 
O~T~t 

For the errors in E/3 ( t, x), we express 

E(t,x)- E 13(t,x) =ALL j(K(x- y)- K~(x- y))[N0(y,v)- f(t,y,v)]dvdy 

+A 1 j K~(x- y)No(y,v)dxdy- A L L1J-LJ3Nil,i2K~(x- xiJ-
SL iiEZN i2EZN 

( 4.10) 

A L I:'ail.h[K~(x- xZ,h(t))- K~(x- xilth(t))]. 
i1EZN i2EZN 

We denote each pair, respectively, by ~(t,x),~(t,x),~(t,x), and ~(t,x). Terms 

~(t,x), ~(t,x), and ~(t,x) are consistency estimates. For example ~(t,x) reflects 

consistency in approximating the actual kernel K(x-y) by the mollified one. Items 

~ ( t, x) and ~( t, x) reflect the errors incurred in replacing the measures on phase 

space, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with densities 

N 0 (x,v) and f(t,x,v), respectively, by the discrete measures given by (3.16) and 

(3.10), when the approximate particle positions { X~,j2 (t) : jl E zN, j2 E zN} are 

replaced by the exact ones. As seen from the expressions constituting ~( t, X) 
and ~(t, x), the error estimates will exploit error bounds for quadrature formulas 

for computing integrals over SL; we use the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma here. Term 

~(t,x) is a stability result, reflecting the sensitivity of the errors when perturb

ing the Hamiltonian trajectories, with slope field (V, E( t, X)) by the approximate 

slope field (V, E 13(t, x)). This quantity is most naturally estimated in the weighted 

discrete LP-norm, and this accounts for its usage in the analysis of the other terms 

in (4.10). 
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The main trick in carrying out the convergence analysis is to split up phase 

space SL as a union of Lagrangian boxes. For t > 0, these are merely the images 

Bit,i2(t),j1 E ZN,j2 E zN, of the mesh cells Bit.h defined by (3.1), under the 
Hamiltonian flow field 

(x,v) f-+ (X(t;O,x,v), V(t;O,x,v)). (4.11) 

We recall that (4.11) is a measure-preserving diffeomorphism of SL onto its range, 
N 

and thus meas Bj1 ,j2 (t) = meas Bj1 ,h = ITLlxiLlvi. The next result indicates that 
i=l 

each Bi11h(t) does not become too narrow or too long fortE [0, T]. More precisely, 

Lemma 4.1: Let fo(·, ·) and N 0 (·, ·) have the regularity and decay features as 

hypothesized in Theorem 2.1. Then there exists a constant e:,TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N), 

depending at most on the displayed parameters, such that for all 0 ~ t ~ T, 

( 4.12) 

The proof is straightforward and is omitted. Next, given a rectangle in phase 
N 

space II® [ai, bi] x [ci, di], we wish to estimate the number N( a, b, c, d, t) of Bit,h (t) 
i=l 

which intersect it. This is the purpose of the next lemma, whose proof is also 

omitted. 

Lemma 4.2: Let fo(·, ·) and N 0 (·, ·) have the regularity and decay features as 

hypothesized in Theorem 2.1. There exists a constant e:..TRAJ,3(T, fo, N 0 , N), de

pending at most on the indicated quantities, such that for all t E [0, T], 

N [ b·- a·] [ d·- c·] 
N(a, b, c, d, t) ~ e:,TRAJ,3(T, fo, No, N) g 1 + ' j3 ' 1 + 'j3 ' . ( 4.13) 

For the periodic setting, Young's Inequality and Extended Young's Inequality 

[27, p. 32] will allow us to procure estimates of mollified fields and their derivatives. 

We can obtain L1- and L00-estimates, primarily since the integration takes place 

over a bounded region. 
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Young's Inequality: For 1 < A, r, q < oo, A - 1 + r-1 = 1 + q-1
, the convolution 

off E L;(Wf.(O)) and g E L~(Wt(O)), f * g := fwt(o) f(x- y)g(y)dy E L~(Wt(O)) 

and llf * .9II 9 ,Wt(o) < IIJII>.,Wt(O) IIYIIr,Wt(o) · 

The Extended Young's Inequality allows us to enlarge the class of convolving 

functions f and is appropriate for the behavior of the Poisson kernel near points 

of LZN. 

Extended Young's Inequality: For 1 < A, r, q < oo, A - 1 + r- 1 = 1 + q-1 , 

the convolution off E L; w(W1c(O)) and g E L~(W1c(O)) lies in L~(W1c(O)) and 
' 2 2 2 

IIJ * Yllq,Wt(O) < C>.,riiJII>.,wiiYIIr,Wt(O)· 
For the error analysis to be carried out, we shall employ LP- and L00-estimates 

on K!: and its derivatives. For estimating IIKellp,Wt(o) itself, we shall use the Ex

tended Young's Inequality (or the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev Inequality) directly. 

This is primarily due to the representation of the periodic Green's function in (2.7) 

as a Poisson kernel near points of LZN, which force the Green's function and its 

gradient to reside in a weak-L~-space. The singular behavior of G near the origin 

motivates us to employ the Calderon-Zygmund Inequality (29, p. 39] to estimate 

the derivatives of Ke. The analysis follows that used to treat the Cauchy prob

lem in [12, pp. 258-260] and is omitted. We note, however, that we can obtain 

LP-estimates of p + 1 derivatives, when(!; E w;·00 (Wk(O)). We summarize: 
2 

Calderon-Zygmund Inequality: Let K(x) = lxi-NO(x), with n homogeneous 

of degree 0 {that is, n(c:x) = n(x), c -=1- 0). Suppose moreover that fsN-1 O(u)du = 0 

where du is the induced Euclidean measure on sN-1 . Moreover, suppose that if 

sup lz-z'l<6 IO(x)- n(x')l := W(S), then I~ wgs>ds < 00. For 1 < p < oo,J E 
llzll-llz111-1 

LP(RN), let Tef(x) := f{y:lyl~e} O(y)IYI-N f(x- y)dy. 

(a) There exists a bound Ap {independent off or c) so that 

(b) lim!:-+oo Te(f) = T(f) exists in the LP-norm and 
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Proposition 4.3: (A) Let p E (N/(N -1),oo), with q-1 = N-1 +p-I, and let 

( E Lq(W1(0)) with (e E L~(Wf.(O)). Then 
2 

( 4.14) 

{B) Let 1 < p < oo, and ( E wt-1,P(W1(0)),£ ~ 1, with (e E W!-1·P(Wf.(O)). Then 
2 

we have for some constant (L(P, (), depending at most on p and on(, 

liDo Kellp,W,.(O) ~ (t(p, ()e:~-L-(N- 1), lad =f. ( 4.15) 

The next proposition addresses the question of uniform and L1-estimates on 

Ke· The analysis exploits very crucially the behavior of K(·) near points of LZN 

and parallels that for the Poisson kernel in [12, pp. 258-260]. These estimates 

require stronger assumptions on ((x) than occur in Proposition 4.3. 

Proposition 4.4: Let f be a nonnegative integer. The following properties hold 

for all a E zN, Ia I = f : 
(A} If ( E wt,oo(W1(0)), with (e E W!·oo(Wf.(O)), then for lal = f, 

2 

( 4.16) 

where (tl,oo ( () is a universal constant depending at most on the indicated parame

ters. 

(B) ( 4.17) 

(C) If only ( E L1(W1(0)), then 

ID°Ke(x)l ~ (~00 (()1xl-(l+N-1), lxl ~ (.../N + 1)e. (4.18) 
' 

(D) Assume that ( E L1 (W1(0)), with (e E L~(Wf.(O)). Then, for all multi-indices 
2 

a E zN, with lal = f ~ 2, 

f ID°Ke(x)ldx ~ ('"(f,()e1
-l. (4.19) 

Jwt(O)\W(VN+l)e(O) 

In the following chapters, we shall carry out the stability analysis of term 1>( t, x) 
first, then study terms 2l(t,x),~(t,x), and ((t,x), the consistency portion of the 

error in E/J ( t, x ). 



CHAPTER V 

STABILITY ANALYSIS 

We can represent ~(t, x) by 

~(t, x) := ,\ L L:'ajl,i2[Ke(x- xz.h(t))- Ke(x- Xjd2(t))] 
i1EZN i2EZN 

(DK * L L:'Fil.h(t, ·))(x), 
i1EZN i2EZN 

where 

(Xj1 ,32(t)- xz.i2 (t)). 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

We shall not be able to obtain uniform bounds on ~(t, ·) directly, because of 

the singularities in the kernel K(·) and its derivatives, as indicated by (2.5) and 

(2.7) for G(·). Instead, we shall obtain w;·P(Wb.(O))-estimates, and then employ a 
2 

Sobolev imbedding argument to obtain uniform bounds. 

Because derivatives of K are involved, we employ the Calderon-Zygmund In

equality [29, Theorem 3, p. 39] to effect our estimates. First we have for any 

t E [0, T], 

(5.3) 

where 

29 
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(5.4) 

We can now derive our basic Stability Inequality. 

Theorem 5.1: Let M > 0 be any given positive constant, and define T(; as 

where 

(5.5) 

Then there is a positive constant C!sTAB(T,j0 ,N0 ,(,N,p) depending at most on 

the displayed quantities such that 

N 

sup IIi>( r, · )llp,WL(o) ~ C!sTAB(T, fo, No,(, N,p )(11 ~Xi~vd ,82
)

1/q · 
O~T~t ~ i=2 

p > 2N, p- 1 + q-1 = 1; (5.6) 

(5.7) 

N 

c-1 sup llex(r)ll.a,oo] -q sup llex(r)llw,p, 0 ~ t ~ T(;. 
O~T~t O~T~t 

Proof: We partition the multi-indices j1 E zN and i2 E zN in a manner suggested 

by the following observation. IT, indeed, 

then, of necessity, 



This implies 

Therefore, 

X;1 ,h(t) E B(x + nL, VNc: + llex(t)IIP,oo) 

(the ball, with center x + nL and radius ffic: + II ex (t)llp,00 ). 
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We consider J(n, w, t) as consisting of those indices jl E zN,j2 E zN, -Jt + 1 :E;; 

jl,i ~ J~ such that: (i) Wi ~ vh,i :E;; Wi + 1, w E zN; (ii) jx + nL- X;11h(t)j ~ 
ffic: + lleX(t)IIP,oo· From the dynamics of the Vlasov-Poisson process, we know 

from Lemma 4.1 that there is a constant <!TRAJ,2(T, f 0 , No, N) such that 

Wi- <!TRAJ,2(T,fo,No,N) :E;; Vj:,h(t) :E;; Wi + 1 + <!TRAJ,2(T,fo,No,N) 

(where V;~.h(t) is the ith component of V;~.j2 (t)). H jbh E J(n, w, t), then Bj1 ,j2 (t) 
intersects the rectangle 

N 

IJ ® [xi+ niL- VNc:- II ex (t)llp,oo, Xi+ niL+ VNc: + II ex (t)IIP,oo] X 

i=l 

[wi-<!TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N), Wi + 1 + <!TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N)]. 

The cardinality of the set .j(n, w, t) is estimated by Lemma 4.2 to be, 

a number independent of the multi-indices n and w, and position x, but dependent 

on t E [0, T]. 
We observe that 

(5.9) 
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where 
- 2 ~ wit,h(t,x) = (1 + lvhl )2qWjl,i2(t,x). 

We proceed to estimate the right-hand side of (5.9) under the assumption that 

K = N + 8,p = N + /,1 > max{O, 1 - N + "'i}. We estimate, 

I 2: 2: 2: 2: (1 + lvi21 2r 2"qwjlth(t, ·)lp ~ 
wezN nEZN (it,i2)E J(n,w,t) 

I:L [(1 + lwl 2
)_ 2 .. q(CARD{n E zN :J(n,w,t) # 0})1fq(CARDJ(n,w,t))1fq. 

wezN 

(5.10) 

I L (1 + lwl2r 2 .. q[CARD{n E zN: J(n,w,t) # 0}]~(CARDJ(n,w,t)) 1/qlp. 
wEZN 

2: 2:'IW;1th(t, ·)IP, P-1 + q-1 = 1. 
i1ezN i2ezN 

We claim that for fixed w E zN' the number of multi-indices n E zN for which 

J( n, w, t) # 0 is finite, and bounded above by a constant dependent at most on 

t E (0, T], but independent of w E zN and of x E Wb.(O). This is because of the 
2 

following inequality which is obtained by a straightforward Gronwall argument 

involving the exact Hamiltonian system (2.10): 

sup IX(s, 0, x, v)- X(s, 0, x, v)l ~ (lx- xl + tiv- vi). 
O~s~t 

(5.11) 

From (5.11), we see that the distance between any two X;1.h(t),xil E Wt(O), 
N 

v;2 E Il[wi, wi + 1] is bounded above by a universal constant dependent at most 
i=1 

on T, and on the problem data fo and N0 . Thus CARD{n E zN: J(n, w, t) # 0} 
has the properties as asserted. 

From (5.8) and (5.10), we have 

112: :L'wil,h(t,·)jjpW(o)~ const(T,f0 ,N0 ,N,p)clf(3-2Niq(1 + 
j}EZN i2EZN ' t 
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We observe that 

Hence, 

N 

llq,il.h{t,·)llp,Wt(o) = I-XI{[{~Xi~vi){1 + lvhl 2
) 2,.qfo(xiuvh)ll(ellp,Wt(O) · 

{5.13) 

Therefore, 

{5.14) 

Consequently, we have, t E [0, Te], 

We conclude that, 

N 

sup II~( T, ·)llp,WL(o) ~ <tsTAB(T, fo, No,(, N,p)(Il ~xi~vd .82
)

1
/q · 

O~r~t ~ i=l 

(5.16) 
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We can estimate sup li>( 7", ·) l1,p,WL(o) by a similar analysis. The differentiation 
O~T~t ~ 

is passed by convolution to the mollifier (I!; accordingly, (I! must be replaced by 

Vx(t:. With 

we obtain the estimate, 

N 

0~~~t li>( T, ·) h,p,Wt(o) ~ c-1 const(T, fo, N0 , (, N, pH[{ ~Xi~vd {32
)
1
/q (1 + 

(5.17) 

With (5.17), we can obtain weighted discrete LP-estimates on i>(t, ·) itself. 

Toward this end, we consider the function i> ( t, x, v), defined by 

i>(t, x, v) := (1 + lvl 2
) 2 .. q fo( x, v )i>(t, X( t; 0, x, v) ), (5.18) 

and attempt to obtain w;·P(SL)-bounds. Observe that 

fsL j li>(t,x,v)!Pdxdv = fsL j(l + lvl 2 )~lfo(x,v)IPii>(t,X(t;O,x,v))IPdvdx 
(5.19) 

= f li>(t,x)IP f (l + IV(O;t,x,v)l2)~lfo(X(O;t,x,v), V(O;t,x,v))!Pdvdx 
lwf(O) }RN 

by invoking Lemma 2.2. 

Next, we utilize the decay of fo for large velocities to express 

f jli>(t,x,v)!Pdxdv ~ const(fo) f li>(t,x)IP f (1+!V(O;t,x,v)l 2)-~dvdx. 
lsL lwL(O) lRN 

~ 

An argument of S. Ukai and T. Okabe [30, p. 250] shows that the integral with 

respect to v is bounded by a constant depending at most on T, and on the problem 

data fo and No. Hence, 

(5.20) 

It is also easy to check that 

li>(t,·,·)h,p,SL ~ const(T,fo,N)IIi>(t,·)ll1,p,Wt(o)· (5.21) 
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Next, introduce the linear mapping from C~(SL) to L~(SL) defined for any 

f E C~(SL) by 

(5.22) 

Because we take p > 2N, we can use the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, in conjunc

tion with a result by P.G. Ciarlet [8, Theorem 3.1.4, p. 121], to maintain that 1r is 

a continuous linear mapping from w;·P(SL) to L~(SL)· That is, 

(5.23) 

f E W;·P(SL), and therefore 

(5.24) 

From (5.24), we can deduce that 

N 

c-1 sup llex(r)ll.a,oo]-q sup llex(r)llw,p' 0 ~ t ~ Te, 
O~T~t O~r~t 

(5.25) 

thereby completing the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

We can use (5.17) to obtain uniform estimates on ~(t, ·)by means of an inter

polation argument. 

Corollary 5.2: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, there exists a constant 

~STAB,oo(T,f0,N0 ,(,N,p,'f/),1 > 'f/ > Nfp, depending at most on the displayed 

quantities, such that for all t E [0, Te], 

(5.26) 
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Proof: We employ the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem for fractional Sobolev spaces 

[6, p. 153], i.e., 

1 > TJ > NIp. We also use the fact that given any TJ E (NIp, 1), the frac

tional Sobolev space Wi·P(Wb.(O)) is an interpolation space of order 1 - TJ between 
2 

L~(Wb.(O)) and w;·P(Wb.(O)). That is, for f E W;·P(Wb.(O)), 
2 2 2 

(5.27) 

We obtain for ~(t, ·)the estimate 

sup 11~(7, ·)lloo,Ww (o) ~ const(TJ,p) sup ll~(T, ·)II!~ (O) · 
O~T~t f O~T~t t 

(5.28) 

with p-1 + q- 1 = 1, thereby completing the proof. 

Remarks: The weighted discrete LP -error norms, which naturally occur in the 

analysis of stability in both Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, can be regarded as 

a type of "discrete velocity moment" of the errors in the particle states. This 

norm has allowed us to remove the hypothesis of compact support in velocity for 

the initial particle (electron) distribution and fixed ion background. The crux of 

the convergence treatment is to show that global estimates on sup II ex ( T)llw,p with 
O<T<t 

respect to time lead to similar global estimates on sup llex ( T) II~.C:, and vice versa. 
O<T<t 

For the remainder of this section, we treat the second term on the right-hand 

side of (4.6). Observe that we can express Ef3(t,X;1 ,i2(t))- Ef3(t,X~.i2(t)) as 

Ef3(t, X;1 ,;2 (t))- Ef3(t, X~.i2 (t)) = 

A 2:: 2::' ai1,i2 { Ke(X~J2 (t) - X~,i2 (t)) - Ke(X;1 ,i2 (t) - X~,i2 (t))} = 
i1EZN i2EZN 
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(5.29) 

To obtain both uniform and weighted discrete LP-estimates on (5.29), we must 
study 

sup IIA ~ ~'ail,i2 DKe(x- X~,i2 (r))lloo w 
0

, 0 ~ t ~ Te. 
O~-r~t i1EZN i2EZN ' f( ) 

Proposition 5.3: There exists a positive constant ~STAB(T, / 0 , N 0 , (, N,p), de

pending at most on the displayed quantities, such that for all t E [0, Te], 

(5.30) 

Proof: We write 

N 

+A ~ ~'(IJ ~xi~vi)fo(xi11 vh)DKe(x- xth(t))- (5.31) 
iiEZN i2EZN i=l 

A ~ ~1 k . j f 0 (y,v)DKe(x -X(t;O,y,v))dvdy. 
il ezN i2 ezN n ·12 

The estimate of the first integral on the right-hand side of (5.31) proceeds in a 

straightforward manner. We note that from Lemma 2.2, 

LLJ fo(y,v)DKe(x-X(t;O,y,v))dvdy = LLJ DKe(x-y)f(t,y,v)dvdy 

= (DKe * Pt(t, ·))(x) = (Ke * Dp,(t, ·))(x), 



where 

Pt(t,x) := f f(t,x,v)dv. }RN 

By Young's Inequality, we have 

sup II,\ f jfo(y,v)DKE(x- X(r;O,y,v))dvdyll ~ 
0~-r~t lsL oo,Wt(O) 
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(5.32) 

and this is bounded uniformly for x E Wwt(o), t E (0, T], by Theorem 2.1. 

In order to estimate the remaining two terms on the right-hand side of (5.31), 

we must partition the set of indices jl E zN,h E zN. We consider JA(n, w, t) 

consisting of those indices jl E zN,h E zN, -Jt + 1 ~ jl,i ~ J1, such that: (i) 

xibi2(t) E Wb.(X + nL), (ii) Wi ~ vh,i ~ Wi + 1; (iii) Bi1J2(t) n (Wb(x + nL) X 
2 

JRN) f 0 (in a set of positive measure). Here b := ( VJi + 1)c + II ex (t)ll,e,oo + 
~TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N)f3 and w E zN. Likewise JB(n, w, t) consists of those indices 

jl E zN,j2 E zN such that (i) Xjl,h(t) E Wb.(x+nL); (ii) Wi ~ vi2,i ~ wi+1; (iii) 
2 

DIST(Bj
11

j
2
(t), (x + nL) X JRN) >b. In addition, we label as Jb(j11 j2, t) the set of 

multi-indices mE zN for which meas{Bi1.i2(t) n (W1.(x + mL) x JRN): (jbh) 
2 

E JB(n, w, t)} > 0. 

We let JA = U U JA(n, w, t), and this consists of those indices j 1 and 
nEZNweZN 

j2, -Jt + 1 ~ i1,i ~ Jt, for which 

N 

Bj1,i2(t) n II ®[xi+ niL- (Vii+ 1)c -llex(t)lll',oo- ~TRAJ,2(T,fo,No,N)f3, 
i=l 

for some n E zN. Similarly, JB := U U JB ( n, w, t) consists of precisely of those 
nEZNwezN 

indices jl E zN,h E zN, -Jt + 1 ~ i1,i ~ Jt, for which, 

N 

Bil,i2(t) n II ®[xi+ niL- (Vii+ 1)c- llex(t)lll',oo- ~TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N)f3, 
i=l 
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for all n E zN. 
For those indices comprising JA, we can write 

l.x L L L { fi LlxiLlvifo(x;l,vi2)DK~(x- x~.i2(t))-
wezN (j} ,i2)E JA(n,w,t) i=l 

(5.33) 

N 

I-XI L (1 + lwl 2 )-~ L L L { (Il LlxiLlvi)(l + lvi212 )~ fo(X;11 V;2 )· 

weZN nezN (ji.i2)E JA(n,w,t) i=l 

Now, for :fixed wE zN, the number of multi-indices n E zN for whichJA(n, w, t) 

f:. 0 is finite and bounded above by a constant dependent on T, and on the initial 

data fo and No, but independent of wE zN and X E W.f.(O). So we obtain, from 
2 

(5.8) used in conjunction with Proposition 4.4A, 
N 

sup I-X L L L L HIT LlxiLlvi)fo(x;u vh)DK~(x- x~.i2(t))-
O~r~t weZN neZN (j1,j2)E JA(n,w,t) 1=1 

1 .. 1 fo(y, v)DK~(x- X(t; 0, y, v))dvdy}l ~ 
BJ1,J2 

We next consider indices constituting JB. We write 

N 

(Il LlxiLlvi)fo(xil, vh)DK~(x- X~,;2 (t))-
i=l 

l .. 1 f0(y,v)DK~(x -X(t;O,y,v))dvdy = 
BJl,J2 

(5.35) 
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Concerning the first term on the right-hand side of (5.35), we have 

DKe(x- X(t; 0, y, v))]dydvl ~ (5.36) 

DKt:(x- X(t; 0, y, v))]dydvl; 

and we observe that 

[DKe(x- X~.h(t))- DKe(x- X(t; 0, y, v)) = 

11 

D2 Ke(x - X(t; 0, y, v) + ()(X(t; 0, y, v) - X~.h (t))d()(X(t; 0, y, v) - X~.h (t)). 

Because (j~,h) E JB(n,w,t) implies that DIST(Bj11h(t),(x+nL) x RN) > 
( VN + l)c: +II ex (t)ll.a,oo + ~TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N){3, we see that for any (y, v) in such 

Bi1.i2, 

lx- X(t; 0, y, v) + nL + ()(X(t; 0, y, v)- X~(t))l > ( ffi + l)c:. 

From (4.18), we can estimate by making use of the periodicity of Kt;(·), 

IDKe(x + nL- X~.h(t))- DKe(x + nL- X(t; 0, y,v)) = 

(5.37) 

const (T, ()[jjex(t)ll.a,oo + ~TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N){3] · 

lx + nL- X(t; 0, y, v )I- !lex (t)ll.a,oo - ~TRAJ,2(T, fo, No, N)f31-(N+l). 

To estimate the sum in (5.36), we let 

(5.38) 
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and translate to Wk.( x) x JRN by the following mapping 
2 

(5.39) 

(y,v)---+ (y- nL,v). 

The sets {TnAj1 ,j2 ,n,t: n E zN,jl E zN,j2 E zN} are mutually disjoint. In order 

to see this, suppose that 

has positive Lebesgue measure for two distinct 3N-tuples (j11 )2, n) =J (j~,j~, m). 

Thus, for (x,v) E Bj1 J 2 and (x,v) E Bif,i2' we have equality of the following 
2N-vectors 

( 
X(t;O,x,v)- nL) = ( X(t;O,X,V~ ~ mL). 

V(t;O,x,v) V(t;O,x,v) 

From the uniqueness of solutions to the Hamiltonian trajectory equations (2.10), 

we deduce that x = x + ( n- m )L, v = v for such states and such an equality holds 

for a set in SL of positive measure. This is impossible if m =J n, since x, x E U,'".f.(O). 
2 

IT m - n = 0 then states ( x, v) and ( x, v) are common points to the boundary of 

adjacent Bj11i2. When lm- nl = 1, x and x have to on the boundary of Wk.(O). 
2 

Hence any two distinct members of the family {TnAj1 ,j2 ,n,t: n E zN,jl E zN,j2 E 

zN} intersect at most in a set of Lebesgue measure zero, because of the measure 

preserving properties of the mapping ( 4.11) and of each T n. 

For (j11 )2) E JB, and for any t E [0, T], 

I L L k . J f(xju Vj2)[DK~(x- xz.h(t))-
(il .h) eJB n·12 

DK~(x- X(t; 0, y, v))]dydvl = (5.40) 

I L L k .. j(1rfo)(y,v)[DK~(x- xz.h(t)) 
(il,i2)EJB (n,w,t) )l,J2 

-DK~(x- X(t;O,y,v))]dvdyl = 
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[DK~(x- X~.h(t))- DK~(x- X(t; 0, y, v))]dvdy!, 

where Cj1 ,i2,m,t is the inverse image of the set Ail.h,m,t under the Hamiltonian trajec

tory equations. Recalling that the parameter b := llex(t)ll.e,oo + <!TRAJ,2(T,f0 ,N0 , 

N){3, we change variables for fixed t to obtain 

[DK~(x- X~.h(t))- DK~(x- X(t; 0, y, v))]dvdyl = 

I L L L L j 1. . (1rfo)(X(O,t,y,v), V(O;t,y,v))· 
wezN nezN (jl,h)EJB(n,w,t) mEJb(il,j2,t) A,l•12•m,t 

[DK~(x- X~.i2 (t))- DK~(x- y)]dvdyl = (5.41) 

[DK~(x- X~.h(t))- DK~(x- y- mL)]dvdyl ~ 

const(T, fo, No,() J<11, 111 _"' 1 ~b+ kN(1 + IV(O; t,y, v)l 2 )-~biiY- xl- bi-(N+l)dydv 
<v'N+l)c} 

Here we have used the representation of DK~ (x- Xj1 ,j2 (t))- DK~(x -y- mL) in 

terms of the second derivatives of K~(·), which in turn can be estimated by (5.37) 

for values of y E T mAj1 ,i2,m,t· 

We conclude by this analysis 

DK~(x- X(r; 0, y, v))]dydvl (5.42) 

~ const(T,fo,No,(,N)[(1 + {3 +t:-1 sup llex(r)ll.e,oo)N -1]. 
c O~T~t 
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We finally turn to estimating 

Toward this end, we observe for any t E [0, T], 

I L:: L:: i .. j ( 1r fo- fo)(y, v )DKe(x- X(t; 0, y, v))dydvl = (5.43) 
(it ,i2 )EJB B 11 .12 

DKe(x- y)dvdyl = 

V(O;t,y,v))DKe(x- y- mL)dvdyl ~ 

(fsL j(l + lvl 2
) .. u·~-l>l(1rfo- fo)(y,v)INdvdyf1N · 

( f b} f (l + IV(O;t,y,v)I 2)-~IDKe(x- y)lrf-tdvdy) Nii

1

• 
}{y:lx-yl~(l+v'N')c + }RN 

Now, use the fact that l(1r(Jo- fo)(y, v)l ~ const(fo),B(l + lvl 2t~ and the 

fact that IDKe(x)l ~ <!:~ 00 (()1xi-N, x ~ (VN + l)c:, to deduce that the estimate , 
in (5.43) has a bound of the form of const(T, fo, No,(, N),Bf(b + ( VN + l)c:). This 

is bounded above by a constant, dependent at most on T, on / 0 , on N0 , on(, and 

on the dimension N. T:he proof of Proposition 5.3 is complete. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONSISTENCY ESTIMATES 

In this chapter, we obtain both uniform and weighted discrete LP-estimates 

of ~(t,x) and <t(t,x). The key to our analysis is to regard these quantities as 

quadrature errors for approximating certain integrals on S£. We appeal to Lemma 

2.2 to represent <!:( t, x) in the following manner: 

<t(t,x) =A L L:'aj1 ,j2 K~(x -Xj1 ,h(t))
itEZN i2EZN 

A fsL j K~(x- y)f(t,y,v)dvdy = 

A L L:'ai1.i2K~ (x- Xit,j2 (t))-
itEZN i2EZN 

ALL j Ke(x- y)fo(X(O; t, y, v), V(O; t, y, v))dvdy = 

A L L:'aj1 ,i2K~ (x- Xit,j2 (t))-
i1EZN hEZN 

A fsLJ Ke(x -X(t;O,y,v))J0 (y,v)dvdy. 

(6.1) 

We can represent ~( t, x) in a similar manner by using the definition of f.t/3 in (3.17): 

~(t, x) = A(1- f.t/3) LL j K~(x- y)N0(y, v)dvdy + 

(6.2) 

with 

(1- f.t/3) L L:'Nil,h = L L:'Nit,h-
i1EZN hEZN itEZN hEZN 

(6.3) 

44 
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In the context ofVlasov-Poisson systems, we employ the very classical Bramble

Hilbert Lemma [7) to study the effect of replacing the initial distribution by mea

sures. To appreciate this lemma, we state a few preliminaries. 

Let n be a bounded domain in JRN, with an its boundary. Moreover, assume 

that n satisfies the strong cone property: there exists a finite open covering { Bi : 
i = 1' 2, ... ' m} of an and corresponding cones { ci} with vertices at the origin 

such that X+ ci is contained inn for any X E n n Bi. We let Pk-1 be the (closed) 

finite-dimensional subspace of wk,p(n) consisting of polynomials with degree at 

most k- 1 (that is, p(x) E Pk-1 if and only if, 

p(x) = L aax'\ X En, 
lal$k-1 

where the a01 are complex numbers and a is a multi-index). The statement of the 

Bramble-Hilbert Lemma is: 

Bramble-Hilbert Lemma: Let F be a linear functional on Wk,p(n) which sat

isfies 

(i) IF(u)l < C1(n)llullk,p,O for all u E wk,p(n) with C1(n) independent ofu; 

{ii) F(p) = 0 for all p(·) E Pk-1· 

Then, IF( u)l < C2(n)lulk,p,O for any u E wk,p(n) with C2(n) independent of u. 

Here, for u E Wk,p(n), 

llullk,p,O = (L:Ial$k In IDOtu(x)!Pdx r'p' 1 < p < oo; 

lulk,p,n = (L:Iai=kfn IDau(x)IPdx)1fp' 1 < p < oo. 

llullk,oo,n = maxlal$l{supxen ID 01 u(x)l}; 

lulk,oo,n = maxlal=l{supxen ID 01 u(x)l}. 
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The representation of ~(t, x) and ((t, x) as quadrature errors motivates the 

next few results for estimating quadrature errors for integrals on SL· In general, 

let 
N 

£il,i2 (g) := k . j g(x, v )dvdx- (Il ~Xi~vi)g(xjp Vj2 ). (6.4) 
J1 oJ2 i=1 

The following results follow from applying the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma [7]. 

Proposition 6.1: 

{A) There exists a constant (SbAD,p > 0, independent of (3, ~xi, and ~vi, 1 ~ i ~ 
N, of i1 and i2, and of the function g, such that 

(6.5) 

where p-1 + q-1 = 1. 

{B) There exists constants (~bAD,p and da E JR_l, a E 7l}N, Ia I ~ 2, which are 

independent of ~xi, ~vi, 1 ~ i ~ N, of i1 and j2, so that for all functions g E 

Wm·P(Bj1 ,i2), m ~ 3,p > 2Njm, 

l£j1oj2 (g)- L da~X01 ~V02 k .. J D 0
g(x,v)dxdvl ~ 

2~1al~m-1 Jl•J2 

(6.6) 
N 

(gbAD,p(3m(I1 ~Xi~Vi)11ql9lm,p,{Jh,h' 
i=1 

1 2 N 

where p-1 + q-1 = 1 (Here, ~X01 = ~X~1 ~X~1 
••• ~x';J , etc., a1 = 

(a~, a~, ... , af)). 

Proposition 6.1 implies the following result when g is periodi~ in the spatial 

variable 

Proposition 6.2: Let m > 1 be an integer and let p > 2N Jm, q = pf (p-1). There 

exists a constant !.~bAD,p > 0, independent of ~Xi, ~vi, 1 ~ i ~ N, of j1 E zN 
and j 2 E zN, and of the function g, so that for all functions 
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(6.7) 
N 

~~bAn,p.Bm(IT b..xib..vi)l/q L L'l9lm,p,Bit.h · 
i=l jlezN i2EZN 

Remarks: The values of p in the statements of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 are 

determined by the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem {1, pp. 95-99}, namely that 

where ~0 (n) denotes the Banach space of functions continuous and bounded on the 

2N -dimensional domain n. 
Because g( x, v) is spatially periodic, and vanishes at large velocities together 

with its derivatives, we have that 

leading to (6.7). 

We express ~(t,x) as 

~(t, x) := -..\ L L:'£i1J2(g(x, ·, ·, t)), (6.8) 
i1EZN i2EZN 

where 

g(x, ·, ·, t) := K(!;(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, ·). (6.9) 

If we wish to express the errors in terms of the quantities lg(x, ·, ·, t)lm,l,SL' we 

must perforce have m = 2N + 1, q = oo in Proposition 6.2. In such a case, 

g(x, ·, ·, t) E w;N+l,l(SL), and the error terms would be of the form 

~~bAD,1.82N+llg(x, ·, ·, t)12N+l,l,SL· 
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The next few paragraphs attempt to discern the conditions on ( which must 

be imposed in order that Ke( ·) possess the correct regularity properties so as to 

insure that 

!Ke(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, ·)bN+l,l,SL 

is finite. Concerning fo( ·, · ), we shall impose the following conditions 

From {2.12), concerning the regularity of the Hamiltonian trajectories with 

respect to their initial states, we need only to study the behavior of integrals of 

the form 

LL 1 IDa Ke(x- X(t; 0, y, v))!h(y, v)dvdy = 

(6.10) 

LL 1 h(X(O;t,y,v), V(O,t,y,v))!DaKe(x- y)!dvdy. 

Proposition 6.3 (Consistency Estimates 1): Let foE w;N+2,oo(SL) with {1 + 
lvl 2 )~ fo(x, v) E w;N+2•

00 (SL), K > N. Moreover, assume that the mollifying func

tion ( has compact support in W1{0), with (e E w;N+l,oo(Wb.{O)). Then there are 
2 

positive constants <!.gbNsis,oo(T, fo, No,(, N) and <!.gbNsis,oo(T, fo, No,(, N,po), 1 < 
p0 < N / ( N - 1), depending at most on the displayed quantities, such that 

I 
(1) ({3) 2N+l 2N+l,oo <!.coNsisoo(T,fo,No,(,N) - c,(e E W1r (W1.{0)) 

' c 2 {6.11) 
(2) (f3) 2N+l 1-N 2N,oo 

<!.coNsis,oo(T,fo,No,(,N,po) -; c qo(e E W1r (Wt{O)) 

where p01 + qc;1 = 1. 

Proof: We have three cases to consider: {i) a = 0; {ii) lal = 1, (iii) lal ~ 2. We 

can bound (6.10) by an expression of the form 
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We use an argument of S. Ukai and T. Okabe (30, p. 250] to obtain estimates on 

the v-integration, uniform in y E Wk(O), t E (0, T], 
2 

fsL j h(X(O; t, y, v), V(O; t, y, v))IDa K~(x- y)ldvdy ~ 

const(fo) l IDa K~(x- y)ldy = const(/0 ) l IDa K~(x)ldx. 
Wf(O) Wf(O) 

For 2 ~ lad ~ 2N + 1, we compute L 1-estimates of K~(·) by appealing to 

Proposition 4.4A,B to obtain 

(6.12) 

L1-estimates of Da K~( ·) for Ia I = 0, 1 are an easy consequence of Young's Inequal

ity, and we conclude that 

L,/o) IDa K,(x)ldx .;; IIKih.wl.(o)IIDa(,III,Wt(o) (6.13) 

= Q:l( ()c:-l, Ia I = f = 0, 1. 

If we assume that (~ E w;N,oo(Wk(O) ), we can carry through the analysis, but 
2 

with coarser bounds on the (2N + 1 )st derivative of 

K~(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, ·). 

Indeed, we must estimate for lal = f = 2N + 1, 

fsL j IDa K~(x- X(t; 0, y, v))lf0 (y, v)dvdy; 

and by Holder's Inequality, we have 

lfsL j IDa K~(x- X(t; 0, y, v))lfo(y, v)dvdyl = 

lfsL j IDaK~(x- y)lfo(X(O;t,y,v), V(O;t,y,v))dvdyl ~ 

!IDa K~llpo,Wt(o)llfollqo,Wt(o), Po
1 + q{)

1 
= 1, lal = 2N + 1. (6.14) 



For estimating liDo Kt:llpo,WL(Ob we appeal to Proposition 4.3 to conclude that 
~ 

liDo Kt: IIPo,Wt(o) ~ ~2N+l(Po, ()c: - 2N+ :0 -N. 

By adding up the estimates on the various terms comprising the seminorm 

IKt:(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, · )bN+l,l,SL, 

we obtain (6.11). This completes the proof of Proposition 6.3. 
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The question is begged of whether our estimates on ~(t, x) can be effected 

under less stringent assumptions on the mollifier and on the initial distribution. 

Proposition 6.2 will provide us with avenues for weakening the conditions imposed 

on ( in the hypothesis of Proposition 6.3. The right-hand side of (6.6), with 

g(x,·,·,t) := Kt:(x -X(t;O,·,·))fo(·,·) is then estimated by decomposing SL, as 

well as its image under the Hamiltonian phase space flow (4.11), into a disjoint 

union of Lagrangian boxes. For some P ~ 1, let ( E WP-l,oo(W1 (0)), and let 

fo, No E w;+l,oo(SL), with similar assumptions on (1 + lvl 2 )~ f0 (x, v) and (1 + 
lvl 2 )~ No(x, v), K > N. For the following analysis, we let r := min(P, s). 

Proposition 4.4 implies directly that the first P -1 derivatives of Kt:( ·)reside in 

L~(W.f.(O)), and the Calderon-Zygmund Inequality indicates that the Pth deriva-
2 

tives also reside in L~(W.f.(O)). Here p E (1, oo), and the norms of the derivatives 
2 

of Kt:( ·) are bounded by 

!IDa Kt:llp WL(o) ~ ~t(P, ()c:-(l+N-l-~), 0 ~ lad = l ~ P. 
' ~ 

From these observations, we can deduce the following: (a) for r ~ 3, 

g(x, ·, ·, t) E w;-1•1 (SL), due to the boundedness of Kt:, and of its derivatives up 

to, and including, order P - 1 (Proposition 4.4), and to the regularity of fo up 

to, and including, order s; (b) g(x, ·, ·, t) E W;·P(SL), for any p E (1, oo ), owing to 

the properties of the mollified kernel Kt: as an element of WP·P(W.f.(O)) as shown in 
2 

Proposition 4.3, and to the rapid decay of fo and N0 , along with their derivatives, 

to zero for large velocities. 

For the case r ~ 2, we see that g(x, ·, ·, t) E L!,(SL), as Kt: is bounded on 

W.f.(O), and fo E L!,(SL)· By employing arguments similar to those in the preceding 
2 

paragraph, we can deduce that g(x, ·, ·, t) E w;·P(SL), with X and t considered as 

parameters. 
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We are able to prove the following stronger consistency result: 

Proposition 6.4 {Consistency Estimates II): Let (e E w:- 1•00 (Wk(O)), P ~ 1, 
2 

and fo,No E w;+l,oo(SL) with both (1 + lvl 2 )~f0 (x,v) and (1 + lvi 2 )~No(x,v) 
also residing in w;+l,oo(SL),K > N. There exists ~~bNsisoo(T,fo,No,(,N,po) a 

' 
positive constant depending at most on the displayed quantities such that: 

sup ll~(r, ·)lloo,WL(O) ~ 
0~-r~t ~ 

~gbNsis,oo(T,fo,No,(,N,po)[(l + !)N/qo(!f +e-N/qo(!fJe, (6.15) 

where here r := min(P, s ),p0 > 2Nfr, q01 = 1 - p01
. 

Proof: Let us select any x E Wk(O), and express RN as RN = U Wk(x + nL). 
2 2 

nEZN 

Because of the occurrence of Ke(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·)) in the expression for ~(t, x), we 

decompose the set of multi-indices J1 E zN,j2 E zN, -Jf + 1 ~ JI,i ~ Jf, in 

a manner reflecting the behavior of Ke(x) in neighborhoods of nL, n E zN, as 

described in Propositions 4.3 and 4.4. The resulting decomposition of SL (and, 

indeed, of its image under the Hamiltonian flow) will enable us to obtain sharper 

bounds on ~(t, x). 
Toward this end, we use the same partitioning of the cells {B;1 ,;2 : j 1 E 

zN' -Jt + 1 ~ jl,i ~ Jt} as discussed in Proposition 5.3. Indeed .JA consists 

of those indices such that 

N 

B;l,Jl(t) n II ®[xi+ niL- ( v'N + l)e, Xi+ niL+ (VN + l)e] X RN # 0 
i=l 

for at least one multi-index n E zN, and .JB, those multi-indices such that 

N 

B;1.i2(t) n II ®[xi+ niL- (VN + l)e, Xi+ niL+ (VN + l)e] X RN = 0 
i=l 

for any multi-index n E zN. 

Moreover .JA(n,w,t) := {(j11 j 2) E .JA: (i) X;1,h(t) E Wk(x + nL); (ii) Wi ~ 
2 

VJ2,i ~ Wi+l; (iii) meas(B;l,Jl(t)n(w(VN+l)e(x+nL)xRN) > O,n E zN,w E zN}. 

Also.JB(n,w,t) := {(j~,)2) E .JB: (i) X;1,J2(t) E Wk(x+nL); (ii) Wi ~ Vj2 ,i ~ wi+ 
2 
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1; (iii) DIST(Bj1 ,i:2(t), (x + nL) x JRN) > (VN + 1)c:}. The set 'J8 (j1,i2, t) denotes 

those multi-indices m E zN for which meas {Bjl,h(t) n W.f.(X + mL) X JRN} > 
2 

0, (j~,h) E J8 (n, w, t). It is easy to check that if (jbh) E JA(n, w, t), then the set 

of positions {X(t;O,y,v): (y,v) E Bj1 ,h} intersects no other small neighborhood 

of X+ mL, m =1- n of the form w(l+VN)c:(x + mL). Similarly if (jbj2) E J8 (n, w, t), 
the set {X(t; 0, y, v): (y, v) E Bil,j2 } will intersect at most 2N cubes W.f.(x + mL), 

2 

for c:, f3 sufficiently small, but will not intersect any cube W(l+VN)c ( x + mL) for 
mE zN. These remarks are consequences of Lemma 4.1. 

We focus now on those multi-indices (j1,j2) E JA. The preceding discussion in

dicates that g(x, y, v, t) := Ke(x-X(t; 0, y, v))f0 (y, v) resides in wr,po(Bil,h), Po> 
2N/r, (y, v) E Bj11j 2 • From Proposition 6.1, we have for r ~ 3, 

L L{l£illi2(g(x, ·, ·, t))-
(jl,j2)EJ'A 

L da~Xcx1 ~vcx2 k . j Dcxg(x, y, v, t)dvdyl} ~ 
2~ lcxl~r-1 Jl,J2 

(6.16) 

N 

<t~bAD,pof3r(I1 ~Xi~vi)l/qo L L lg(x, ·, ·, t)lr,pa,Bn.h · 
i=l (il,il)EJ'A 

To estimate the right-hand side of (6.16), we exploit the regularity of fo and No 

as elements of w;+l,oo(SL) to deduce that (X(t; 0, ·, ·), V(t; 0, ·,·))has smoothness 

of order s with respect to the initial state variables. 

Observe now that we can express the right-hand side of (6.16) as 

N 1 

{3r(I1 ~Xi~Vi) 9o L L L IKe(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, ·)lr,po,Bh.h · 
i=l weZN nEZN (jl,h)EJ'A(n,w,t) 

From Lemma 4.2, we estimate the cardinality of JA(n, w, t) as defined in the pre

ceding paragraphs, 

CARD(JA(n, w, t)) ~ const(T, f0 , N0 , N)(/3 + c:)N {3- 2N. 
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By (5.11) we see that the number of multi-indices n E zN for which JA( n, w, t) f:. 0 
is finite, with an upper bound independent of w E zN and t E (0, T], but dependent 

at most on the terminal timeT, and on the problem data fo and N0 . 

Our analysis will treat the case r ~ 3; similar estimates are possible when r ~ 2. 

The parameter Po> 2Nfr, and for the cases r ~ 2,p0 > N(r = 2),p0 > 2N(r = 1). 

We utilize Holder's Inequality to estimate (6.16): 

N 1 

<rgbAv,110 .Br(I1 ~Xi~vi)qo I: I: I: IKe:( X- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, ·)lr,po,B)},n 
i=1 weZN nEZN (jl,j2)EJA(n,w,t) 

N 

~ const(T, j 0 , N0 , N),Br(IT ~Xi~vd ,82 )
1/qo(,B + e)Nfqo . 

i=1 

(6.17) 

I: (1 + lwl 2 )-~) 1/qolg(x, ·, ·, t)(1 + l·l 2t 12q0 lr,po,SL 
wEZN 

We next use Proposition 3.3 providing LP-bounds on Ke: and its derivatives, in 

conjunction with an argument of S. ukai and T. Okabe [20, p. 250], exploiting the 

decay of fo and its derivatives for large velocities, to conclude that 

T 

lg(x, ·, ·, t)(1 +I· l2)"12
q0 lr,po,SL ~ const(T, fo, No, (,po)e-Nfqo I: e-(l-

1
). 

l=O 

For any t E [0, T], we estimate 

(6.18) 

( 
,8 ) N / qo ( ,8 ) r 

~ const(T, fo, No, (,po) 1 + ~ ~ e. 

We next consider the indices (j11 j 2) of JB. In such regions of SL, the regularity 

of g(x, ·, ·, t) is limited by that of f 0 • We define the set ~ C SL by 

~ := U B;1.h· 
(il,h)EJB 

(6.19) 
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Since lx + nL- X(t; 0, y, v)l ~ (1 + v'N)c, (y, v) E ~'for any n E zN, we see that 

(y,v) E ~~---+ Kt:(x-X(t;O,y,v))f0 (y,v) 

will possess the same regularity as fo and therefore resides in w;+I·=(SL), as seen 

from (4.18). From Proposition 6.1B then, we have for p0 > 2N/s the following 
estimate, 

N 

~ (!gbAD,po,B 8 (IT ~Xi~Vi)1/qo 
i=1 

N 
~(2) as(IT A A )1/qo = "--QUAD,pofJ UXiUVi . 

i=1 

L L L IKt:(x- X(t; 0, ·, ·))fo(·, ·)ls,po,Bh.h. (6.20) 
wEZN nEZN (jl,h)EJB(n,w,t) 

By invoking Lemma 4.2, we can obtain the following upper bound on the car

dinality of JB(n, w, t): 

Thus ( 6.20) becomes 

L L{l£;1 ,;2 (g(s,·,·,t))- L Jcx~Xcx1 ~Vcx2 k . j Dg(x,y,v,t)dydvl} 
(j1 ,i2)EJB 2~1cxl~s-1 11•12 

N 

~ const(T, fo, No, N)l!gbAD,po,Bs(IT ~Xi~vd {32
)
1

/qo [LN- cNjlfqo · (6.21) 
i=1 

( L (1 + lwl 2 )-~ef2) 1/qo!Kt:(x -X(t;0,·,·))(1 + l·l 2t 12q0 fo(-,·)ls,po,Ll· 
wEZN 

To bound the quantity 
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we employ the same arguments to treat {5.36). Indeed, for general n E zN, let 

Ai1 ,j2 ,n,t be defined as in (5.38), with CitJ2 ,n,t, the inverse image of the set Ai1ti2.n,t 

under the Hamiltonian trajectory equations. With T n the translation operator 
defined in {5.39) for each n E zN, we can write 

i j IDa Kt:(x- X(t; 0, y, v))IPo(l + lvi 2 )'~PDf2q0 hP0 (y, v)dvdy = 

{6.22) 

{1 + IV(O;t,y,v)l 2tPo/2qohP0 (X(O;t,y,v), V(O;t,y,v))dvdy = 

{1 + IV(O;t,y + mL,v)l2tPo/2qohP0 (X(O;t,y,v), V(O;t,y,v))dvdy ~ 

const(T, fo, No,() f lx- Yl-(lai+N-l)Po . 
}{y:ly-xl~(l+VN)c} 

~N{l + IV(O;t,y,v)l 2 t~t/2dvdy ~ const(T,fo,N0 ,(,N,p0 , lal)(c-:0+1-lai)Po. 

Here, we made use of the decay conditions on f 0 , with respect to velocity. This 

enables us to exploit the aforementioned techniques of S. Ukai and T. Okabe [30, p. 

250] to deduce that the integral over velocity yields a quantity bounded uniformly 

in y E Wf.(x ), and t E [0, T]. Additionally, we have used Proposition 4.3A and 
2 

4.4C to obtain our estimates on the LP0 -norms of Kt: and its derivatives. 

Consequently, 

(6.23) 



~ const(T, j 0 , N 0 , (, N, p0 )((3 / e )8 e-Nfqo e, 

where Po > 2N/ s, q01 = 1 - p01
. 
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Combining (6.16)-(6.18) with (6.23), and letting p0 > 2Nfr, q01 = 1- p01
, we 

have 

(6.24) 

It remains to estimate the term on the right-hand side of (6.24) involving deriva

tives of g(x, ·, ·, r) of orders between rands -1 (This term is formally set to zero 

if s- 1 < r). We employ the same type of argument to treat (5.36) and (6.22), 

and the details are omitted. We have 

const(T,/0 , N0 , (, N) [11'(1 + llncl} + (!)' c]. (6.25) 

The conclusion of Proposition 6.4 follows. 

We can obtain similar results for V' x~(t, x) by using the exact arguments in the 

proofs of Propositions 6.3 and 6.4. We need only increase the orders of regularity 

for the data fo and N 0 , and for the mollifier (, by one. This will allow us to 

pass one more needed differentiation to the mollifier in deriving uniform bounds 

on V' x~(t, x ). The details are left to the interested reader. We summarize: 

(A) Let fo E w;N+J,oo(SL), with (1 + lvl 2 )~ fo(x, v) E w;N+J,oo(SL), K > N. 

Moreover suppose that (~ E w;N+2•00 (Wk(O)). Then there are positive constants 
2 

~gbNsis,oo(T,fo,No,(,N) and~gbNsis,oo(T,Jo,No,(,N,po), 1 <Po< Nf(N-1), 

depending at most on the displayed constants such that 

(6.26) 
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I <!gbNsis,oo(T, fo, No,(, N) (!) 2N+1, (t: E w;N+2'00 (Wt(O)), 

{2) ( .r (f3) 2N+l N/ 2N+l oo <!coNSIS,oo T,;o,No,(,N,po) e c- qo,( E W ' (Wt(O)). 

where q01 + p(/ = 1. 

(B) Let fo, No E w;+ 2,oo(SL) with (1 + lvl2tl2 f 0 (x, v) and (1 + lvl2)tt/2 N0 (x, v) 

both residing in w;+ 2
'
00 (SL)," > N. Moreover, suppose that (t: E WP·=(Wk.(O)). 

2 

Then there exists a positive constant <!gbNsis,oo(T, J0 , N 0 , (, N,p0 ), depending at 

most on the displayed constants such that 

{3) [( {J)Nfqo ({J)r ({J)s _!:!..] ~<!coNSis,oo(T,fo,No,(,N,po) 1+e e + e c 90 , (6.27) 

where here r := min(P, s ),p0 is fixed but greater than 2N/r and q01 = 1 - p01
. 

With the £=-bounds on <!(t, ·) and on its gradient, 0 ~ t ~ T, LP-estimates 

are immediate for 1 ~ p < oo. The exact same arguments for obtaining weighted 

discrete LP-bounds on ~(t, ·) apply here too, and the details are omitted. Under 

the conditions described in (A) in the preceding paragraph, we have for p > 2N, 

<!~bNsis,p(T,fo,No,(,N)(1 + ~)(~fN+lc,(t: E w;N+2'00 (Wt(O)); 

<!~bNsis,p(T, fo, No,(, N,po) ( 1 + ~) (~) 2N+1 cl- :0' 

(t: E W2N+l,oo(Wk.(O)); 
2 

<!~bNsis,p(T,fo,No,(,N,po)(1 + ~) [(1 + ~):0 (~f + (~rc:-:O]c:, 
(t: E W%·=(Wk.(O)). 

2 

(6.28) 

The parameter pin the second inequality lies in (1, Nj(N -1)), with q01 = 1-p01
; 

in the third inequality, the parameters p0 and q0 are described in Proposition 6.4. 
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The treatment of the term~( t, x ), reflecting the influence of the ion background 

on the consistency estimate, is essentially the same as that for ~( t, x ). It is easier 

to carry out, since the underlying dependent variables are time independent. The 

details are omitted and we shall regard the conclusions of Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 

as holding for ~(t,x), as well as the weighted discrete V'-bounds for ~(t,x). 

It remains to derive both uniform and weighted discrete V'-bounds on 2l(t, x), 
given by 

2l(t,x) := ,\ LL j(K(x- y)- K~(x- y))[N0 (y,v)- f(t,y,v)]dvdy. (6.29) 

Recall that this is the portion of the consistency error due to approximating the 

actual kernel K(x- y) by the mollified one K~(x- y). We can represent 2l(t, x) as 

2l(t,x) := ).K * [p(t, ·)- p(t, ·) * (~](x), 

where 

p(t,x) := f [N0(x,v)- f(t,x,v)]dv, x E WI..(O). }R.N 2 

Young's Inequality implies that 

1 ~ p ~ oo, and the Calderon-Zygmund Inequality implies 

(6.31) 

1 < p < oo, for some constant Ap. 

The following proposition allows us to bound the right-hand side of (6.29) and 

(6.30). Its proof is straightforward, and the details are omitted. 

Lemma 6.5: Assume that there exists an integer mo ~ 2 such that: 

{i) 

{ii} 

{iii} 

f ((x)dx = 1; 
lwt(o) 

{ x 0 ((x)dx = 0, o: E zN, 1 ~ lo:l ~ mo- 1; 
lw1(o) 
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If m 0 = 1, only the first and third conditions apply. Then we have for some 

constant <!p(() > 0, and for all functions f E w;no·P(Wk(O)), 1 ~ p ~ oo, 
2 

(6.32) 

With (6.30)-(6.32), weighted discrete LP-estimates on 21(t, A) are possible, p E 

(2N, oo). We summarize: 

Proposition 6.6: Let ( E MP,mo with compact support contained in W1 (0). Let 

fo,No E w;+l,oo(SL), with (1 + lvl 2 )~fo(x,v), (1 + lvl2)~N0(x,v) also residing in 

w;+l,oo(SL), "'> N. Define the parameter k0 := min(m0 , s + 1). Then there exist 

constants <tr/oMENT,oo(T, fo, No,(, N) and <!~oMENT,p (T, fo, No,(, N) such that, 

(6.33) 

<!~oMENT,p(T, fo, No,(, N)ck0 (1 + /3), p > 2N. (6.34) 



CHAPTER VII 

THE CONVERGENCE PROOF 

From ( 4.6), we have for the errors in the particle positions, 

~ J't 
Xil,i2(t)- Xi1 ,i2(t) = Jo (t- r)[E(r,Xit,i2(r))- E~(r,Xi1 ,i2(r))]dr + 

(7.1) 

fo\t- r)[E~(r,Xit,h(r))- E~(r,XfJ2 (r)]dr. 
We are now able to establish our convergence results: 

Theorem 7.1 (Semidiscrete Convergence): We have the following conditions 

{A) Let the mollifier ( E MP,mo,p ~ 1,m0 ~ 2. 

(B) The data fo and No belong to w;+2,oo(SL) with (1 + !vl 2 )~ fo(x, v), (1 + 
lvl 2 )~ No(x, v) E w;+2

'
00 (SL), "'> N. 

(C) Let the parameters r := min(P, s ), ko := min(mo, s + 1) and Po, qo, and TJ be 

chosen such that p0 > 2N I r, with q01 = 1 - p01
, and 1 > TJ > NIp, with 

p>2N. 

TJ TJ N 
(D) There exist constants <!RATIO, h2 ~ h1 > max(1 + -, - + - + 1) such that 

r s qos 

(7.2) 

There exist constants <!.coNv,p(T, fo, No, (, N, Po) and <!.coNv,oo(T, fo, No, (, N, 

p0 ), depending at most on the displayed quantities, such that fortE [0, T], 

sup llex(r)llw,p ~ <!.coNV,p(T,fo,No,(,N,po){cko(l + (3) + (38 + 
O~T~t 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

60 
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Proof: We take t E [0, Te), where Te := max{t E [0, T] : sup II ex ( r)ll.o,oo ~ M c }, 
O~T~t 

with M > 0 arbitrary and II ex (t)ll.o,oo defined in (5.5). From the weighted, discrete 

LP-estimates on 21(t, x), ~(t, x), ~(t, x), and ~(t, x), we obtain that 

~(T, fo, No,(, N,po,P){ t:ko(l + {3) + (~r t:8 + [ (1 + ~)N/qo (~r + 

c-N/qo( 13 rJc} + ~(T,fo,No,(,N,p){[1 + {3 +t:-1 sup llex(r)ll.o,oo]~· 
C c O~r~t 

(7.5) 

We can apply a Gronwall argument to (7.5) to conclude that for t E [0, Te), 

For the ratio {3, we must require that h2 ~ h1 > Nf(qos + 1), with 
c 

(7.6) 

Observe at this juncture that the universal constants occurring in these estimates 

are independent of the time Te. 
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With the bounds on sup llex(r)llw,p, p > 2N, we can obtain sharper uniform 
O~r~t 

bounds on sup llex (r)IIP,oo by making use of the uniform bounds on 2l(t, ·), 
O~r~t 

~(t, ·), e:(t, ·),and ::D(t, ·)in the previous sections. For sup !lex (r)llp,00 , we have 
O~r~t 

N 

0~~~tllex(r)IIP,oo ~ e:(T,Jo,No,(,N,po,p)(1 +c:- 71 (g~xi~vd,B2 ) 1 /q. 

[1 + ,8 + t:-1 sup llex(r)llp,oo]Nfq){c:ko(l +,B)+ (,8)
8

c:s + 
c O~r~t c 

N ( ,8 N 
(1 + [{ ~xi~vd ,82

) 1 + ~ + £-
1 0~~~t !lex ( r)llp,oo) ] · 

lt(t- s) sup llex(r)IIP,oods. 
0 O~T~S 

On the time interval for which sup llex(r)IIP,oo ~ Mc:,O ~ t ~ T(;, a Gronwall 
O~r~t 

argument also produces the following bound for sup llex(r)IIP,oo: 
O~r~t 

(7.8) 

0 ~ t ~ T(;, 1 > TJ > N / p. We require that the ratio (!) approach zero at the 

faster rate described by 

(7.9) 

h2 ~ h1 > max(1 + ~' 1 + ~ + N ). 
r s qos 

This condition is compatible with the condition on the ratio ,8 described earlier 
c 

in the proof, but is more stringent as we wish to control the global uniform and 

weighted discrete LP -estimates. 
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From the definition of Te, we can easily see that sup llex(r)llf1,oo =Me. But 
o=:;;;T=:;;;T. 

from the estimate on this quantity in (7.8), obtained from control of sup llex ( r)llw,p' 
o=:;;;T=:;;;t 

we see that sup llex(r)llfJ,oo€- 1 < M, whenever e is small enough and indeed 
O=:;;;T=:;;;Tc 

approaches zero as e --4 0. With such small e, we see that Te = T by exploit-

ing the hypothesized behavior of 13 . The estimates on both sup llex(r)llw,p and 
e o=:;;;T=:;;;t 

sup llex(r)llf1,oo are global. From (4.3), we can obtain qualitatively similar esti
o=:;;;T=:;;;t 
mates for the errors in the particle velocities. This completes the proof of Theorem 

7.1. 

Remarks: The convergence treatment in this work has two important features. On 

a theoretical level, the convergence analysis indicates that control of the weighted 

discrete LP-error estimates with respect to time means global control of the errors 

with respect to the uniform norm. By these methods, we have extended the conver

gence theory in {12} to include general data having suitable decay for large velocities. 

Our results are analogous in some sense to those obtained by P.L. Lions and B. 

Perthame [21} in their study of global existence of solutions to three-dimensional 

Vlasov-Poisson models, whereby control of the velocity moments of the exact charge 

or mass distribution with respect to time implies global-in-time control of the field. 

In this manner, the existence of global classical solutions can be shown for arbitrary, 

smooth data. 

The accuracy of the semi-discrete approximation treated here hinges on the rate 

that f3 / e --4 0. The fact that f3 --4 0 faster than e --4 0 means that, asymptotically 

speaking, there are more and more particles in a sphere of radius e about each point 

x E JRN. This is consistent, in a philosophical sense, with the Vlasov-Poisson model 

itself: particle methods are accurate in the limit when the local self-consistent fields 

cancel out. This is a case when a large number of particles lies within a Debye 

sphere about each point. In our context, this sphere is parameterized by e. 

On the basis of a well known ratio comparing collective oscillation times with 

collision times, D. Potter {25, p. 145} points out that a small number of simulation 

particles in a Debye sphere {25, pp. 136-137} can lead to anomalous collisions more 

frequently than in the physical system (stellar dynamical or plasma} being modeled. 

The approximation does not mirror collective effects (e.g., plasma or gravitational 
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oscillations} which dominate in the exact system during the time span of interest: 

In other words the simulation model is not collisionless. The price to be paid 

is to employ a relatively large number of particles to implement particle methods 

accurately, since this has the effect of maintaining "cancellation" of local fields and 

precluding numerical collisions {25, pp. 132-139}. This number is controlled by the 

hypothesized convergence rate of the ratio /3/c. to zero in (7.2} which reflects in 

turn the regularity of the initial data. 
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